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S Y N O P S I S 
This thes i s embodies a detai led account of paleomagnetic 
and chemical studies carried out on sMie of the dykes in the Mjsore 
State . In the l a s t decade the integrated studies have been a 
fascinating f i e l d on account of i t s successful application in solving 
many of the complex problems of geosciences. The study includes 
paleomagnetism of ninety-one samplesr(370) specimens and major 
elements of th ir ty seven samples from ten di f ferent dyke^* 
The preliminary invest igat ions carried out on the natural 
remanent metgnetization (NIttf) of these dykes revealed large scatter 
from dykes 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10, irtiereas the direct ions 
from dyke 3 are c lustered. On successive defining by a .c . demagneti-
zation trith the peak f i e ld values up to 300 oersteds on the specimens 
from al l the dykes shotr that the scatter Jias been reduced in s ix dykes 
( l , 2, 5, 6, 7 and lO) and revealed consistent d irect ions . Hovever, 
the scattering in the four dykes (3 , 4 , 8 and 9) remained unchanged. 
I t has been shoim by a .c . demagnetization curves that out of ten 
dykes studied, four dykes (3 , 4 , 8 and 9) did not improve after cleaning, 
thereby indicating that the original thermo-remanent magnetization 
(TRM) was destroyed to a leurge extent . Whereas, the directions of s ix 
dykes ( l , 2, 5, 6, 7 and lO) form a c luster atray from the present 
geomagnetic f i e l d . 
At l eas t two specimens from each of the s ix d ^ e s shoving 
consistent direct ions were heated up to Curie point to see the 
thermal s t a b i l i t y and i t was observed that irithin the l imi ts of 
experimental error they remained in the group which was formed by the 
a . c . doBagnetization. This suggest that natural renanent magneti-
sation (NRU) in these dykes i s of thenao-remanent magnetization 
or ig in . The Curie point values range from 280 to 480**C for a l l the 
dykes. 
Remanence c oerc iv i t i e s have been measured for a few specimens 
from each dyke by magnetizing them in a maximum fi^ld strength of 
1500 oersteds and subsequently demagnetizing. The values of the 
remanence coerciv i ty was found to be low tmd within the remge of 
150 to 300 oersteds. Titanomagnetite i s the only iron-oxide which i s 
known to have coercive force of th i s order. 
Thermal behaviour studies have been made by heating few 
specimens from each dyke to higher temperatures for studying the 
decay of Jn and then cooled in the earths magnetic f i e ld to room 
temperature to produce J t ( tota l TRM). I t has been observed that in 
most of the cases about 50^ of Jn i s demagnetized or 50^ of J t i s 
acquired at a temperature between 300 to 400 C. A close resemblance 
of Jn and J t curves also suggests that the NRM possessed by these 
dykes i s of TRM nature. 
Few polished specimens have been examined from each dyke 
which show chief ly titanomagnetite (Feg-TiO..Fe„0 so l id so lut ion) . 
^ 1 specimens have lamellae of i l « e n i t e and are or ien ted in ( i l l ) 
plane of magnetite* The dykes irtiich shoir high magnetic s t a b i l i t y a lso 
shov high temperature oxidat ion e f f ec t s and s ingle Curie po in t . 
Vhereas) the uns tab le dykes shoir two or more Curie po in t s and loir 
temperature oxidartion. 
The low Curie p o i n t s ; as shown by -a l l the specimens, 
correspond to t i tanium r i ch t i t anomagnet i tes or low grade t i t a n o -
maghemite thereby s u b s t a n t i a t i n g the conclusion t h a t t i tanomagnet i te 
i s the main c a r r i e r of remanent magnet iza t ion. 
The v i r t u a l geomagnetic pole pos i t ions have been derived from the 
mean d i r e c t i o n s of RM for s ix dykes. The poles derived from dykes 
1, 5 and 6, are close to each o t h e r . This suggests t h a t these 
dykes might have int ruded contemporaneously. The poles of these dykes 
and dyke 7 are in broad agreement with mean pole pos i t i ons of upper 
and lower Deccan t r a p s . This suggests t h a t these djHkes are of much 
younger in age, probably contemporaneous to Deccan t r a p igneous 
a c t i v i t y . The poles from dykes 2 and 10 f ix the pos i t i on of India in 
the northern hemisphere thereby suggest ing t h e i r probable Precambrian 
age. 
The chemical composition shows t h a t the dykes 2, 4 and 10 are 
a l k a l i c in n a t u r e , charac te r i sed by high a l k a l i s , t i tan ium and low 
s i l i c a lAiereas dykes 1, 3 , 5 , 6, 7 , 8 and 9 belong to t h o l e i i t i c 4ype 
as they are r i c h in s i l i c a and poor i n t i t an ium. The t h o l e i i t e dykes 
show a remarkable s i m i l a r i t y with the p e t r o c h ^ i i s t r y of Deccan t raps* 
4 
The dykes of the Indian shie ld under study caoi be divided into 
two periods! (a) a lkal i basalt dykes of probable Pre^ambrian age; 
(b) t h o l e i i t e basalt dykes of Deccan trap age (Upper Cretaceous-Eocene). 
The above conclusions are draim by making use of the combined 
geojAysical euid geochemical studies* 
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I t i« v«ll~kno«ii that a rock body beeoaes aoro raloablo, th« 
mere infomation v« can obtain about i t . In Tiev of t h i s fac t , any 
• todj undertaken to explore the inner structure and the preceea of 
foraation of earthi has been an iuTaluable addition to our present 
day lo^ovledge in geology* The *Upper Mantle Project ' t ufaieh i s 
particularly designed to detemine the rariations in physical and 
chenical properties of the upper aant le (l^ OOO Kk), as v e i l as the 
crust , has receired uorld-vide attention and co-operation. These 
studies u i l l part icularly lead to an understanding of the causes of 
tec tonic , nagnatic and aetaaorphic processes. Hence, inTostigations 
should be based en an integrated approach (geoi^iysical, geological 
and geochMiical), aaking coabined use of arai lable aethods and data 
froa rarious d i sc ip l ines of earth sc iences . The vell-knoun Soriet 
geosc i en t i s t , V.V. BelousaoT naaed such a coabined approach to study 
the structure and doTelopaent of the earth's inter ior as **geonoaic'*. 
The aantle of the earth has distinctiTO physical characterist ics 
as shoun by s e i s a i c and other surreys, and i t also has d i s t i n e t i r e 
cheaical properties. For exaaple, e l eaents , such a s , Hg, Fe, Cr and 
Ni ( to naae a f e v ) , occur in h i ^ e r concentration in the aant le than 
in the earth's crustj they were introduced into the crust by plutonic 
and volcanic processes at Tarious t i a e s of the earth 's history. 
In Iiidi&) a national coomittee has been constituted for the 
Upper Mantle Project , the meabership of vfaich i s draira fr(» the 
Geophysical Research Board (GRB) . The sa in object ire of th i s c o m i t t e e 
i s to i n i t i a t e and foraulate prograHses forsuch integrated studies* 
Integrated studies being the h ighl ight of the Upper Mantle Project , 
the following Tital regions have been selected for such a studjt 
1* IHianrar region (Mysore State) 
2. Singhbhua region (Bihar State) 
3. AraTalli region (Rajas^an State) 
4* Cuddapah and Eastern Ghats (indhra Pradesh) 
The abore-aentioned areas, selected for inter-disciplinary 
studies, are the riddle of Indian geology, as they hare contrasting 
structures coupled vith a complex geological history. 
The National Geophysical Research Institute (NCHftI), Hyderabad, 
has taken up an integrated study of two of the regions, IXianrar in 
Mysore State and Cuddapah in indhra Pradesh. 
The Dharvar region offers a challenge to the inter-disciplinary 
studies. In riev of this, studies vere carried out on this area in 
general and on dykes in particular. Although extensire geological vork 
has been undertcJcen on the dykes of this region, (irtiich are intrusive 
into schists and gneisses), there is no consensus regarding their age, 
•ode of esiplaceaent and relationship to the tectonic developsent of the 
Indian shield. 
In thia the.i., on Integrated atudy of the dyke, of the Dhar^ar 
region is reported. 
I 
I M T B O B P C T i e W 
1.1 GENBflAL HISTORY OF PiLEOMAGNETISM 
The natural revanent aagnetisat ion of aagnet i te vac f i r s t 
studied in China aoaetiae in 630 B.C. (Khrasor, 1967)* Mufth l a t e r , 
i t vas established that manj minerals and rocks are aagnetized. 
Robert Boyle ( l 6 6 l ) discorered the presence of residual magnetism in 
bricksy iriiile Melloni ( l853) , after a studj of the lavas of southern 
Italy* found that vhen subjected to a temperature of fev hundred 
degrees* tiHey lose their residual magnetims* irhich they regained during 
cooling in the geomagnetic f i e l d . 
ChoTallier ( l925) , after studying the lara f lovs of Mt. Etna 
( I t a l y ) ) in France* found that a rock possesses the magnetization 
paral lel to the ambient f i e l d . This c l a s s i c vork idiich i s considered 
to be a hall-mark in geophysics* subsequently led to further studies in 
magnetization. Since then* v i th the sustained e f for t s of geosc ient i s t s* 
spectacular achievraients have been made in the f i e l d s of instrumentation 
and in the techniques of experimentation. 
nie l a s t decade sav a breakthrough in the development of 
sophisticated magnetometers and other instruments* idiieh helped in the 
study of in t r i ca te magnetic propert ies . Blackett (l952)* Collinson 
et_al,. (1957), Deutsch et a l . ( l 967 ) , De Sa and Molyneux (l963* 1967), 
"ntellier (l967) and Cox and Boell ( l967)* devised as ta t i c and spinner-
•agnetoaeters to detect mieh ««aker Bagnetizatien In rocks* "With 
these iBTentions) the •tvdj' i ^ fliA^MMiagaetim and aagnetie prepertiea 
of rocka gained •oaentm* 
The reconstrnctien of geological history in the geomagnetic 
f i e l d i s due to the a r a i l a b i l i t y of f o s s i l i z e d imprints** of the 
ancient f i e ld in the fora of Natnral Reaanent Magnetisa (NRU) in 
rocks. Most of the rock fonning a inera ls are non-aagnetic and do not 
contribute to f o s s i l aagnetisa but iron-oxides and sulphides are 
present in r e r j minute queuatities and are the aain carriers of 
magnetization. The obvious ways in which t h e j might hare acquired 
aagnetization are discussed in I . 3 . 
1.3 TYPES OF MAGNETIZATION 
(1) Thereao-Reaanent Magnetization (THM). When a lava containing 
a large nuaber of f ine aagnetic grains i s cooled down throu^ i t s Curie 
temperature) in a magnetic f i e l d , the laTa acquires intense and stable 
remanent magnetization. This type of aagnetization i s cal led the 
Therao-Reaanent Magnetization) or br ie f ly TRU. When cooled in the geo-
aagnetic f i e ld ) the lavas acquire THM in nature. 
(2) Depositional-Reaanent Magnetization (DBM)« The natural 
reaanent aagnetizations of sediaentary deposits are considered to be 
caused in aany cases by tlie s t a t i s t i c a l alignment of ferriaagnetic mineral 
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grain* along tli« d i r«c t i« s «f JUIt iwbient •agnst lc f i e ld d « r i ^ ihair 
deposit ion. This i s eal lod 9^i||| | | |A (or doposit ional) KoMgoient 
Magnetization, or br ie f ly 11^%' 
^) 
(3) C h « i i c a l - a e « a i i e i ^ > i | M ^ | | t i o n (CMi)* The fonnation of 
ferriaagnetic n inerals by l i ^ ^ ^ ^ p f t a l change, under tlie inflnoBeo 
of a aagnetic f i e l d , i s aofl.l |^^^|#-by stable reaanent aagnetisatioB* 
This kind of aagnetisat iou . H r j i l l p t the Cheaical (or crysta l l iae ) 
Remanent Magnetiasation or^ 
' V *; - ' 
(4) l804hensal lteii^^;teTO^||jftieti«ation (litti). Bocks aCqnire 
IRM iriien they are snbjeotiwl'^lir •tceag Magnetic f i e l d s at a constant 
tefliperatare, associated tAih f i e l d s such as l ightning bolts vhich aay 
be as high as 25000 amperes (Cox, 1959). Hie IRM maj e a s i l y be 
destroyed or i t s direct ion changed i n a f i e l d stronger than that in 
idiich i t i s or ig ina l ly produced. 
(5) Viscous Re»ane»t Magnetiaation ("WMK A rock placed in a 
neak Bagnetie f i e l d for a short period of t i s e v i l l acquire l i t t l e 
or no IBM at a l l . But orer a long period, the rock wil l acquire a 
•agnet izat ion that i s proportional to the logar i ths of the time, and 
the sagnet isat ion increases irith the increasing ralue of the veak fields 
This type of aagnetication i s knoim as the Viscous Magnetisation or 
br ie f ly VBM. 
(6) Pieao-RoBanent Magnetization (PRM). A siBultaneous 
application of pressure and Bagnetic f i e ld produce a kind of Bagneti-
zation by Beans of Bagnetostrict ion. This type i s tented as 
4 
it»w^"«iiMttOT» lk«»«t i sat io i i , or br ie f ly FHIf. 
(7) AnhTsteretic B—aa««t Itoietizatioii^ARii) . This tjf #f 
•agnet izat ion (ARH) i s pro^ctMjl^ tlw almiltaneeiia applicatioa of « 
conataat nagnetic f i e l d aai «a||i|^|NniatiBg f i e l d . When the conotttf 
•agnet ic f i e ld i s reaoTod, t i » li^pUaing •agnet ixat ion in the rodi i » 
cal led anhyateretie reaaaoml; g | | i i f i t « a t i o n , or b r i e f l y iBM* 
The f i r s t three aapietisftMeaa are cal led primary coaponeBt^ %t 
•agnet izat ion as they are acc^red by the recks at the t iae of thoir 
foraation. They represent tbo iojurth's aagnetic f i e l d of the geological 
past* nie reaaining f e n r . i y ^ s «f aagnotizations are acquired 
subsequentlyf due to rarimui causes which are described in detai l by 
Wilson and Saith ( l9d8)t aad are calLod secondary coaponents of aagneti-
satien* They aay also be sof t CMtpenents of aagnetization* 
The rocks in general aay possess one of the priaary coaponents 
and one or acre typos of oocondary coaponents superiaposed over the 
priaary eoaponent. The aagnetization possessed by the rocks i s the 
resultant of priaary and secondary e<»penents of aagnotizations and i s 
teraed the Natural Reaanent Magnetization (MRIi)* 
1.4 ACfidSITION OF MACMETIZiLTION BY IGNEOUS ROCKS 
Igneous rockS} idiich are foraed by the cooling of a l iquid 
aagaai acquire aos t of the ir aagnetization a^ they cool through ikte 
Curie teaperature* Studies in the laboratory shov that the direct ion 
of the aagnetisa acquired by th i s process of theraoaagnetic reaanence 
D 
ike<^rat«l7 ia the dirtection of avbieat f i e l d . Ttaa, « l m ]^7«ieal and 
chemical changes do not occur, the rocfcs shonld give a re l iable 
indication of the direct ion and in tens i ty of the earth's f i e ld vlien 
they irere formed. 
1.6 REVERSE-M AGNETIZATION 
In 1906, French physic ist Bernard Brunhes found that some 
Tolcanic rocks were magnetized in exactly the reverse direction of 
the present f i e l d . He concluded that the f i e l d must have reversed. 
But very l i t t l e attention was draim to th i s fascinating discovery by 
workers in the f i e ld at that time. 
The extensive researches made by Roche (1953), Rospers ( l953 , 
1954), Graham and Hales ( l957) , Wilson ( l962) . Cox, 0alryraple and 
Soel l (1967), and Pallaiah and Verma ( l969) , strongly suggest that the 
earth's dipole f i e ld has reversed frequently during geological t imes. 
Frequent reversals of the geomagnetic f i e ld have been confirmed 
by invest igat ions of paleomagnetic and radiometric age determinations 
on igneous rocks of la te Pliocene and Pleistocene age. Cox et a l . 
(1963, 1964), Gromme and Hay ( l963) , McDougall and Tarling ( l963, 1964) 
and Wilson ( l966 ) , reviewed the paleomagnetic studies of numerous forma-
tions to es tabl i sh the duration of f i e l d reversed and the nature of 
geomagnetic f i e l d during the period of reversal . 
Ibese researches shoved beyond any doubt that earth's ffla,gnetic 
f i e ld has two stable s t a t e s : i t points e i ther toward the North Pole as 
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i t dees today, or towi#iff''"tbe South Pole; and i t has repeatedtj 
alternated between the two orientat ion*. 
The evidence that the rewereed Magnetic direct ions are 
inrariably opposite to the present f i e l d direct ion at the sespling 
s i t e ) led in t iae to the hTpoyieais that the rerersa l s are not local 
but global) in other words, the ent ire f i e ld of the earth reversed* 
An important a l t e m a t i r e explanation anst be taken into 
consideration before accepting t^e f i e ld reversal hypothesis, llie 
al ternative i s that reversely nagnetized rooks aay possess soae 
special a ineralogical property that canses tbwa to becoae aagnetixed 
in a direct ion opposite to the applied f i e l d , fhe existence of 
** self-rover sal** in rocks was suggested in 1950 by John Grahaa. Grahaa's 
svggestion st ianlated the French friiysicist, Louis Neel ( l955) , to 
exaaine the problea, frea the point of view of so l id s tate physics, and 
Neel soon postulated four mechanisas by which a rock a i ^ t acquire 
reverse aagnetizat ion. Later, soae of h is hypotheses were experiaentally 
proved. 
If both f i e l d reversal and se l f -reversa l occur together, then 
the s i tuation becoaes very coaplex. Both f i e l d reversal and se l f -
reversal within the speciaens are reported froa soae lava flows. 
1.6 6S0FHYSICAL AND GEOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF PALEOMAGNETISU 
By paleoaagnetic data we can obtain aore accurate inferaation 
about the variat ions of the geoaagnetic f i e l d of the remote past , to 
•aable us to stady the c lass ica l geophysical prebl«M i^telf |, |it»r«st 
the aodern geof^ysicistS} such aSf continental dr i f t s polar vaaderiagy 
sea-floor spreading and expaadiag earth. Creer e t al» (1958) i Maim 
(1956), Hospers ( l 955 ) , Heezen (1959), Beutsch ( l 963 ) , Van Andel and 
Hospers ( l968) , Cox and Doell ( l 9 6 i ) and Egjed ( i 960 ) , have gmee^aa" 
fu l ly u t i l i z e d the data for interpretat ion of tiiese probleais* 
Apart froa geophysical preblea, paleoaagnetic can be pnt to 
use in stratigraphic correlation^ tectonics and paleogeography as 
studied by Sahasrabudhe ( l96a) , Geugh and Opdyke ( l963) , Irring (itST) 
1958), KhramoT ( l 9 5 8 ) , Jones and McElhinny (1967) and McMaheB and 
Strangvay (1968). 
1.7 EARLIER RESULTS 
Studies on Indian rocks vere f i r s t i n i t i a t e d by Prof. P.U.S. Blac-
ket t at the Imperial College of Science and Technology, London, around 
1952, vheu J.A. Clegg, E.R. Deutsch and D.R. Griff i ths undertook studies 
on Deccan traps because of their vide areal extent . This irork vas 
teJcen up in 1955, in greater deta i l at the Tata Ins t i tu te of Fundaaental 
Research ( T I F R ) , Bombay, irfaere studies of the JDeccan traps (of lower 
Cretaceous to Eocene age) from rarious l o c a l i t i e s trere done. Results 
from -Uie Deccan traps have been reported by Clegg e t al» ( l956) , 
Deutsch e t al« ( l958, 1959), Sahasrabudhe ( l963) , and Radhakrishnamurthy 
(1963). Besides thi s uni t , some upper Jurassic and Precambrian basalts 
hare also been studied by Clegg e t al. ( l 958) , Athavale et al. (1983), and 
Radhakrishntunurthy e t al« ( l967) . 
FaleoBagnetic studies !« i%t National Geophysical Researeh 
Inst i tute I Hyderabad, v«re «i|i^^^fri|rii 1962. Here, i n i t i a l studies were 
undertaken on Deccan tra|Mr | | |M>fMl|f l o c a l i t i e s (Gulberga, Chinekeli 
and Vikarabad) in the souti|i^l|jiMWt l^^rt of the nain Kass of the traps 
and the resul t s vere r e p e r ^ ^ l ^ ^ ^ ^ and Appa Rao (l963) and the 
Veldurthi hematite vas s t ^ ^ M W l ^ r B a e t al» (1963). The group at 
the National Geophysical I b i ^ i ^ ^ ^ v s t i t u t e (NGRl), Byderabad, hare 
also carried out studies a ^ | ^ ^ ^ | | « r Decceoi trap s i t e s (Vema aad 
Pul l iah, 1969$ Atharale, 3p|K|f« lilileoaagnetic data froa red sand-
stones belonging mainly tct ittif J^IUtvana system of Cretaceous (Verma 
and Full iah, 1967), Triassie <|%|Ala and Verma, 1969), and Permain 
age (Verma et aL, 1966, llN^^.lWil) hare also been reported. 
Precambrian Formations 
Paleomagnetic data from Precambrian formations of India 
unfortunately i s rery scanty, and unreliable as most of the formations 
studied are based on a fev samples. The paleomagnetic parameters of 
the formations studied so far are giren in Table ! • 
The youngest Precambrian formation studied i s the upper Vindhyan 
sandstone (Misra, 1965). This formation has been c la s s i f i ed as lower-
most Cambrian on the basis of reports on the existence of f o s s i l s in 
them (Misra, 1965). The other extens ive ly studied formations are the 
Malani Rhyolites in N.¥. India (Athavale e t aL, 1963) and the Veldurthi 
hematites, Cuddapah basin by Verma e t a l . ( l 966) . Apart from these 
two, data from other formations are based on smaller number of samples 
from both igneous and sedimentary rocks and these l a t t e r are of l e s s 
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I»*ftctical Tolae* 
Many cases of nixed p0l« |r4A#|ftt been reported frea these 
resu l t s as for instance the H^fl^^t^a (Athavale e t al^ 1963) 
and the banded hematite qnarip^l^l l i t lrra , 1965). In these cases i t 
i s d i f f i c u l t to assign thea t^fe^^m^ iMmal or rererse groups 
for purpose of ca lculat ion . 1 [ ^ ! ^ | i | « l e n in such cases iras vade en 
th* bas is of interpolat ion ^ | p ^ ^ ^ i - v e -value s of the angle e t 
rotation* 
Athavale e t al. (l96&yt »i#|W|f* ^ * P«>* Precanbrian paleo-
magnetic data to study the 9ei^fl^Jiiip' ^^ Indian land mass. The a n g e r s 
concluded that in PrecaMbri«l| 1^bl«»» I ^ i a sore or l e s s occupied an 
equatorial pos i t ion , drifted southwards to about 50 S during the 
Paleozoic, regained a laes t stationary from the Feraian to the Cretaceous, 
and then drifted rapidly nerthtrard. inother interes t ing point about 
the dr i f t of India i s that the rotat ion of the land siass vas anti-clockidse 
during northward d r i f t and in contrast was probably clockwise during the 
southward drift* 
1*8 PRESENT WORK 
!nie probl«B of Precambrian correlation part icularly in India 
of the dyke swams intruding the« i s far from a so lut ion . The main 
reason of th i s i s the lack of radiometric age data, due to the lack of 
f a c i l i t i e s . 
In the l a s t decade c l a s s i f i c a t i o n of dyke swarms and to understand 
the early history of geomagnetic f i e l d was found use fu l . B.P, Radhakriehna 
11 
( l967) emphatically stated that:'*it i s possible that soae of the dyke 
siranas aay be related to the igneous a c t i r i t y younger than Frecaabriaa 
and possibly eren to Oecean basalts* Paleonagnetic studies ai^ 
determination of remanent magnetism of the dyke rocks are fruit ful 
f i e l d s of research to be undertaken for the l i ght they threv on the 
age of the basic dykes**. 
HithertO) no serious e f for t s hare been made to study the 
Faleomagnetism and the magnetic properties of the dykes of the Indian 
sh ie ld . JJureshy e t al. ( 1 9 6 T ) studied a fair dykes from Paragarh 
(Mysore State) but could not get consistent r e s u l t s due to inadequate 
sampling. Therefore> the present work has been undertaJcen to i n r e s t i -
gate the age and mode of emplacement of Mysore dyke swarms. The resul t s 
obtained are presented here* 
The main findings of th i s studyaare tiiat the dykes studied 
can be of tiro periods! (a) a lkal i basa l t dykes of probable Precambrian 
ag®> (b) t h o l e i i t e basalt dykes of Deccan traps age (upper Cretaceous 
to Eocene)* 
1'> 
7. tv 
C H A P T E R I I 
6B0LO6Y 
2.1 G£N£ftAL 
The Dharireur region of Mysore State seems to be the oldest rock 
complex in peninsular Indian sh ie ld , i t s age being in tlie order of 
3000 mil l ion years (Crawford, 1969)* This shield coTers an area of 
about 192,000 square mi les , bounded by Deccan traps in the north, the 
Arabian sea in the vest and Cuddapah rocks to the e a s t . Our present 
knowledge about the geology of t h i s region i s due to the data collected 
by such eminent geolegiata as Nevfoold ( l848, 1850), Bruce Foote 
(1888), Steeeth (1916), Jayaram ( l925 ) , Saapat Iyengar ( l920) , Rama Rao 
(1940), Pichamuthu (1947, 1951a, 1951, 1969, 1967) and Radhakrishna 
(1963, 1967). 
2 . 2 SHABWAR^ SYSTIM 
The term "Dharvar", named after a place in the Uysore State 
was first used by Bruce Foote (1888) to denote the existence of a 
series of sedimentary and schistose rocks in this area. He considered 
Dharvars as a younger formation resting on the older gneisses, which 
form the basement. Sometime back, the term, IHiarwar, had taJken wide 
dimensions and was freely used to correlate other Archean rocks of the 
Indian shield, such as the Iron-ore series of Singbhum^ the Arawallis 
of liajasthan and the Sakolis of Madhya Pradesh. Such correlations were 
n 
ent i re ly done on the baala cf l i t h o l o g i c a l resemblances^ as for 
exaapley the presence of hmsatite-quartz s c h i s t s . But r e c e a t l j tlw 
consensus largely svings in faTonr of re s tr i c t ing the term to 
schistose formations in the «haracterist ic area of Mysore State* 
2.3 STBITIQIUPHT 
The generalized stratigraphy of the PrecambisiaK. formation of 
Mysore worked out by Rama Rao ( l 9 3 6 ) , Pichamuthu (1947) and Holm«s (l955) 
i s giren in Table 2 . 
Radhakrishna ( l963) , considers the gneisses as the basement of , 
IHiarvars* He i s also of the opinion that the most striking featnro 
of the schistose rocks of th i s region i s their remarkable nnifttnjil^ 
of s tr ike and dip, which i s a lso true for the associated gneiss**. 
Fichamuthu ( l967, p. 38)) regarding the trend of the Dharwars, 
s ta tes that i t rar ies ffom 1}.N.V^S.S.E to N.W.-S.E. Whereas, in the 
southern Mysore the trend becomes N . - S . , and thed turns S«W. and W.S.W., 
thus aligning with the trend in the Eastern Ghats of Salem and the 
N i l g i r i s In Tamil Nadu. 
Since more and mere 4 a t a about the Bharwar geology i s becoming 
awailable, Radhakrishna (l967) questioned the Ta l id i ty of the Dharwar 
c la s s i f i ca t ion into * lower*, 'middle' and 'upper*, s tat ing that "the 
Peninsular gneiss as a whole are not intrusiwe into IHiarwars and the 
chamockites are elder than the Uiarwars". 
u 
TABLE 2 
GENERALIZED STRATIGRAPHY OF THE PRECAMBRIAN FORMATIONS OF MISORS STATE 
Mafic dykes? 
Felsic and porphry dykes 
Closepet granites 
Chamockite series 
Peninsular gneiss ccMnplex (nigmatites and granites) 
MAJOR OROGEtnSSIS 
Upper Bharvars Upper 
Sedimentary 
c y c l e 
Cherty, ferrugunious and 
ca lcareous s h a l e s , quartz i tesy 
conglomerates ( conta in ing 
pebbles of a l b i t i c rocks) 
EROSION AND PENEPLANATION 
Middle Dliarvars Middle 
Sedimentary 
c y c l e 
S p i l i t i c b a s a l t s and dykes 
(greenstone s c h i s t s ) * 
Pegmatite and quartz ve ins* 
Orogenes i s ! m i g o a t i t e s and 
g r a n i t e s ( ihc lud ing a l b i t i c 
t y p e s ) . 
I r o n - s t o n e s , Limestones , 
A r g i l l i t e s , q u a r t z i t e s , Conglo-
merate s , conta in ing pebbles of 
prerMiarwar gne i s s* 
SLIGHT DISCORDANCE 
Lover Dhartrars 
Lower 
v o l c a n i c 
cyc l e 
Champion Gneiss i^°^ 
F e l s i c S i l l s I t h e i r 
ni- 1 • i . J . fschis— 
Kt iyo l i t e s , keratophyres f to se 
and t u f f s jequiva-
Bas ic and s p i l i t i c l a v a s ! l e n t s 
( c h l o r i t e and hornblende 
s c h i s t s ) 
BASE NOT SEIN 
1 
A»vatliaiiu*a7ana (l968) recognized the four oregenie eyelee in 
the IHiarirar region by radiometric dating. The oldest i s the folding 
of the pre-Oharvarian (2950 mi l l ion years) y trhereaS) the youngest 
(2000 mil l ion years) i s cross-folding and en-eehelon folding of the 
ear l i er i soc l ina l folds» about an axis oblique to the e ar l i e s t i s e e l l a a l 
a x i s . 
2 .4 BASIC BYKES 
The presence of large dyke svarms idiich cut across both sehis ts 
and gneisses i s a character is t ic feature of IXiajrwar region. RotreTor 
the other Precambrian region appears to be c<»paratirely free foom 
basic djHkes (Radhakrishna, 1967). These are mainly d e l e r i t i c in 
composition and project as elongated chains of h i l l s abore the surround-
ing country rocks. The weathering e f f ec t on these dykes i s mainly seen 
in the form of spheroidal and columnar jo in t s but in places the 
basic dyke swarms are exposed due to deep erosion. The great number 
of dykesi their regular orientat ion and the continuity of a single 
dyke oTor a long distance at some places show that the mag^a moved 
rapidly upward (Jong tension fractures . These fractures must hawe 
extended deep into the crust to provide an access to the large supply 
of basic mag^a* 
Nautiyal ( l966) in h is Presidential addrees to the session of 
geology at the 53rd Indian Science Congress, stated the following 
regarding the basic Mysore dykest ''approximately NS and £W and other 
system of dykes that are ramifying in the Mysore plateau belong to 
Tarious geological periods**. Pichamuthu (l959) stated that the 
16 
Deeean traps niiich is estiaated to have corered nearly 609^009 
square ailes of peninsular India, is a flood basalts of tboleiitie 
affinities* This type is usually associated in many parts of ^ e «»rld 
with quartz-dolerite dykes and sills. The occurrence of such dyk««via 
South India raises the possibility that soae of them are probably of 
the saae age as that of the Deccan traps. 
2.5 SlCmnCASCE OF THE BASIC BIKES IN THE INDIAN SHIELD 
Flood basalts and basic dykes occurred at Teurieus tiaes in 
geological history and have been reported froa practically all shield 
areas of the irorld. 
The djkes of the Indian shield are very extensire in space and 
tiae. A broad study of these intrusire rocks vill give the clueS) that 
will be useful in understanding the derelepaent of the shield* 
Mtuiy flood basalts of the world hare a multitude of basic 
dykes as their feeders. For instance) the Mysore dykes are both 
concordant and discordant with the structural trend and the assuaption 
that these djkes svaras once had flood basalts with then is based on 
an analogy with other shield flood basalts in areas such as the Parana 
basalt of S. Aaerica^ the Tertiary lawa flows of Syke^ Scotland, and 
the flood basalts of S. Africa and Australia. 
The Beccan basalt presently cowers a huge area of about 
200,000 square ailes and there is every likelihood that soae of the 
djice swaras in Mysore are associated with it. Gibson (l966) studied 
the crustal Flexures in Beccan basalts and stated, "Elsewhere in the 
Beccan the dykes appear to radiate froa intrusive centres or to be 
17 
related to late folds of Beeean basalts, east of Boabay, the relation-
ship is soaevhat simpler. The majority of trends of shield dytes are H-S 
and are apparently related to a similarly oriented monoclinal feld, 
Panrel flexures"* After a thorough study of the flexures from etker 
flood basedts) he concluded that the flexures would seem to sn|;f»st 
that dykes are tensional features produced during the formation of a 
monocline) and they represent a late phase of igneous aetiTity* 
Thus, dykes, laTas and flexures have all, formed approximately eontoa-
poraneously. Fahrig and Wanless (l963) suggested that an intense 
folding and compression in the erogenic belt and less intense 
compression within the cratons result from sub-cmstal currents* 
If relaxation occurs during and after a major erogenic cycle, as a 
result of dimunition in the size of sub-crustal conToction currents, 
basic dyke intrusion may occur both in the erogenic zone emd in the 
adjacent stable craton. Aswathanarayana (l968) dated the latest 
orogeny in IHiarwar region at about 2000 million years, which is 
accompanied by cross-folding and en-echelon folding and metamorphism. 
Therefore, it seems likely that the fractures and weak zones in the 
shield might hare resulted from this orogeny. A series of djke 
swarms in the Mysore shield might have reflected more intense rhythmic 
compression and relaxation in the neighbouring mobile belt of this age* 
The Spanish peak dyke swarm in Colorado is of Eocene age* It 
is believed that the joints through which the dykes were intruded 
developed during the early stages of folding of the Laramide orogeny 
of late Cretaceous age. Badgley (l960) studied the structural trend 
of the area in great detail and concluded that the Laramide structural 
1 ^ 
trends were influenced by ireakness direct ions established erea MrlieT) 
during the Frecanbrian and Ancestral Rockies structural episodes* 
The djkes of Mysore sh ie ld , therefore, nay a lso indicate 
a tensional zone of continental proportions, for which the most 
reasonable explanation might be (a) f lexures; or (b) sub-civstftl 
f l ov in the forn of conrectiye c e l l s ; or (e) the weak zones d«T«l«ped 
by Precaabrian structural episodes* 
On the basis of the above, one i s led to the conclusion that 
the regional tensional fractures combined with re la t ive vert ica l 
movements produces cracking of the crust, by any of the mechaJsii«Bs 
discussed. I t i s , therefore, l i k e l y that some of the tension cracks 
formed in Precambrian times or l a t e r , vere f i l l e d by the magna of 
Deccan trap Igneous a c t i v i t y in Cretaceous period* 
19 
C H A P T E R I I I 
COLLECTION AND EXPHtlMMTAL HftOCEDOBES 
3.1 COLLECTION, SHAPING AND MEASUREMENT 
Despite the handicap that poor exposures are found in Mysore 
State , 91 oriented saaples vere co l lected trom 10 di f ferent dj^es, 
during the irinter of 1967-1968. The samples vere col lected a a i n l j 
from road cutt ings , quarries emd r irer beds, in order to aroid the 
heary oxidizing condition found in a tropical country l ike India. 
Locations of the dykes sampled are shown on the geological map of 
Mysore State in H g . 1. Each sample, trfaen in sitttt vas marked vi th an 
arrov, representing the geographical North, using ftrunton Compass, 
farther, horizontal l i n e s irere draim vith the use of a precision s p i r i t 
l e r e l • 
From each oriented semple, four to s i x cores irere dr i l l ed normal 
to the horizontal plane, cut into small cylindrical specimens (disk) 
and marked idth a reference to the s i t e and sample* 
A summary of the co l l ec t ion of samples with s i t e locat ion, number 
of seuBples and specimens studied, and the trend of the dykes are l i s t e d 
in Table 3 . 
3.2 EXPERIMENTAL PBOCEIXJRES 
Precision and accuracy of paleomagnetic measurements are dependent 
upon sophisticated instrumentation and magnetic s t a b i l i t y of the smeples. 
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l a iMlditioii to the primary component, rocks maj take up ••cwHUry 
components of magnetization, subsequent to their formation. Ib is Is due 
to e f f e c t of the geomagnetic f i e l d , l ightning strokes, weathering 
e f f ec t s e t c . The secondary e f f e c t s , in these samples, completely madk 
the primary component, resul t ing in a large scattering of the d irec-
t ions of magnetization. I t i s , therefore, necessary to study the 
s t a b i l i t y of magnetization of a rock formation and remore tiie s^ emi^ Upry 
components, i f any* Later, computing the mean remanent magnetic 
d irect ions , and i n t e n s i t i e s of NRII and assessing the s t a b i l i t y of 
magnetization are done as br ie f ly discussed belov* 
3 . 2 . 1 HEiSIRZMINT OF DIRECTIONS iNS INTEKBIlpS OF RH 
Directions and i n t e n s i t i e s of rMUAcnt magnetization of a l l the 
specimens vere measured on an as ta t i c magnetometer in a f ie ld-frde 
spacO) set-up at the Faleomagnetism S i r i s i e n of the National Geophysical 
Research I n s t i t u t e . The s e n s i t i r i t y of the instriaient i s of the order 
of 3 X 10 oersteds/cm def lect ion with a four meter optical path. 
The in tens i ty of each specimen vas measured in three perpendicular 
direct ions vith respect to geographic North. Measuroients vere taken 
in twelve orientations of the specimen v i th respi»et to the magnetometer 
i n order to minimize anisotropy e f f e c t s . Declination i s measured, 
eas t of geographic North from 0 to 300 and inc l inat ion or (dip) from 
0 to 90 downwards (posit iTo) or upward (negat ire) . The errors in 
measuroient of the decl ination and inc l inat ion are not more than ± 5^. 
.:Z 
3.8 STABILIIY TESTS 
For te s t ing the st&bil i ty of NIttt of rocks^ Graham (1949) proposed 
a fov f i e ld t ea t s nhich can bo itsod only i a certain special eases. 
Apart from these, there are tvo laboratorj techniques useful in "eloaBlBg** 
the unwanted components of magnetization. 
The firstV technique i s knovn as the alternating current demagne-
t i s a t i o n techniques ( a . c . demagnetization), for i^ich an instrument vas 
doToleped i n i t i a l l y by Creer ( l 9 6 l ) . The second, the thermal-demi^oti-
zation technique was developed by Wilson ( l962) . This technique, 
besides providing information about the s t u b i l i t y , enables us to deter-
mine the Curie points of forrMiagnotic mtltjsrals present in the reck. 
In the present studies both 4*0. and thermal dMiagnetization 
t e c h n i ^ e s are used for assessing tho s t a b i l i t y of NRli of rocks and 
for magnetic cleaning. 
3 .3 .1 INSmulIENTAL iNB StFERIMENTAL TROCEDOnSS FOR A.C. AND THBnfAL 
DQIAGaiETIZATION 
Au a .c . demagnetisation apparatus vas constructed in the 
National Geoi^ysical Research I n s t i t u t e , Bydorabad, vhich i s similar 
to that of Creer ( l 9 6 l ) . An important part of th i s apparatus i s a 
specimen holder, uhich i s made up ent i re ly of perspex and capable of 
rotating simultaneously in tvo perpendiculcur planes, at the centre of a 
demagnetizing co i l system* I t i s povered uith a motor with frequencies 
of rotation in the rat io of 30t32. The idiole assembly i s kept in a 
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f iMp-free space, using Helnoholts co i l s* The f i e l d coi l i s connected 
injiMiries with a suitable condenser to •«!# the irfaole c ircu i t resonant 
tot SO C^i the CMHiercial mains frequency »f In th i s set-up the peak-field 
at| tke centre of the co i l i s 100 oersteds/im>ere. The coi l takes up a 
naKlwni current of 10 anperes idien 220 TOJ^ -M ^ ' C . supply i s used* 
i The speciaen to be demagnetized vas kept in the specimen holder» 
and ^he motor vas run. The current in tbf Aemagnetiling c e i l s was put 
on'fradually and smoothly to the desired algcimum-Talue by means of a 
Var|jki,e. After demagnetizing the speeimea^fsr about 2-3 min. in the 
P » « ^ P f | ^ t ^ l » f ' ^ • l * ' *^« fUUm^^j decreased to zero. Ihis 
''^•"•MMiMMiNMHHiiiii^SIMMiiiL. 
i s done by decreasing the current in the doiagnetizing coi l smoothly 
by means of an e l e c t r o l y t i c potential divider. This consis ts of a 
gUm"'^^^ 0* i* <!•»• vaA l * i» « i l^ ir^ | |^ i | | j j |nted v e r t i c a l l y . I t has 
cyHadrical e lectrodes at the ends e o n n e e t c ^ ^ the output of the 
Vartac. A third electrode of smaller diam* I suspended on a v e i l -
lacvlated vlre and i s raised amoothlj up to I le tube b j means of a 
!>•€# Botor* The tnbe i s f i l l e d with a s o l i i ^ n of copper sulphate 
and sulphuric acid, the concentration of vhile i s chosen in such a vay 
that the impedence of the l iquid column i s ^ ghly equal to that of the 
tuned solenoid c i r c u i t . The c i rcu i t i s their^ tonnected betireen the 
moving electrodes and the upper fixed elee^;% es* This form of a l t e r -
nating demagnetizer has the advantage of deetvasing the current 
grudually, resul t ing in a smooth decrease of %he demagnetizing f i e l d . 
9%#<main parts of th i s apparatus are shown ijs Fig. 2 . 
Fig . 2. A.C. Demagnetization s e t up 
ROCK SPECIMEN 
ASBESTUS WOOL 
|<CA BACKING 
HEATING ELEMENT 
PHOCELAIN CEMENT 
PLASTER OF HARIS 
Pr - P t 
THRMOCOUPLE 
TURN TABLE ASSEMBLY 
(a) SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THE HEATING ELEMENT 
(b) SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THE NON-MAGNETlC FURNACE 
Pig. 3. Thermal demagnetization apparatus 
V, 
After denagnetizing the speciaen in Hie desired peak f i e l d , the 
direct ions of nagnetization are aeasured mnder the as ta t i c aaga^teBeter. 
Thi« aethod i s repeated for d i f ferent alteraating peak f i e l d s . Rie 
original magnetization i s considered to be «table i f i t retains i t s 
direct ion even in large demagnetizing f i e l d s (say a fev hundred 
oersteds) . The secondary conponent) i f present, i s often washed away 
in low f i e l d s , learing the stable component. 
In the present s tudies , p i l o t specimens of each sample from 
each s i t e were subjected to progressire alternating f i e l d donag-
net izat ion in peeJc f i e l d s of 25, 50, 75, 100, 150, 200 eoid 300 oersteds, 
and a certain Talue of the f i e l d was ascertained abore which the d iree-
tie|^PI|il«lK|l4tNk^le» beji»«»e mttk^* 
3 .3 .3 THERHiL DaiAGNETIZATION IFPABATUS 
This apparatus designed by Wilson ( i ^ ^ ^ was constructed at the 
National Geophysical Research I n s t i t u t e , to itudy the component of 
magnetic rector at high tonperature* 
An important part of t h i s apparatus is ' a non-magnetie furnace 
under an astat ic magnetometer. I t has a careful ly designed heating 
element which was made out of s ix paral le l h e l i c e s of nichrome wire, 
wound on quartz tubing with a i " diameter. Bach he l ix was wired 
separately with an axial return-wire, and after f ix ing in posit ion 
on a mica-sheet, the he l ix was connected to the adjacent ones in a 
ser ies by spot-welding, so that the current passes in opposite 
direct ions in adjacent he l i ces as shown in Fig . 3a. Then the mica 
5?=; 
alM«i v&« bent In the form of a cylinder amd enclosed in an aslMatOB 
ceaent cylinder. The mica backing was f i l l e d v i th asbestos vool to 
prerent direct contact. To the exterior of the furnace a half-inch 
hole i s provided. The rock specimen to be heated i s seated on a 
Y-shaped groove vhich also carries a platinnm thermocouple held at 
the centre by plaster of paris . This arrangement not only shields the 
thermocouple from the direct radiation of the heating element, but 
indicates the exact temperature of the rock specimen. The speiiiaen 
could be rotated round a horizontal axis v i th an aluminium screw 
driver which can be inserted through the helo) for engaging in a s l o t , 
made preriously on the specimen along the X-direetion* Fig* 3b 
i s a sch^iatic diagram of the furnace* 
The magnetometer used over the furnace i s absolutely unaffected 
e i ther by the current in the heating element or by the temperature 
prevailing in the furnace and g ives a spot def lect ion of about 100 cm 
at 3 meters distance* 
3 .3 .4 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE (THERMAL) 
This type of apparatus was used in the present studies to t e s t 
the s t a b i l i t y of NRM and thermal behaviour of rocks. The procedure 
i s as fol lows. 
( i ) To t e s t the s t a b i l i t y of NBIi of a specimen a l l three 
components of magnetic vector were measured at di f ferent 
temperature with intervals of about 50 to 100 . The time 
required for t h i s type of experiments i s about two hours* 
26 
( i i ) For studying the thcnsftl b^avi'our of a rock, all the 
conponents were aea8^,reil -lioth vfalle heating and cooling 
the specimen in the present earth f i e l d , to complete one 
specimen. Ili is experiment talces about 4 hours* 
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C H A P T E R IV 
RESULTS OJ<NRM AND A.C. AND THERMAL DEMAGNETIZATION 
4 . 1 RESULTS OBmNED HIOM DYKES 
The preliBil. i iary measurements of NRM d i r e c t i o n s , i n t e n s i t i e s 
and s t a b i l i t y t e s t s u s i n g a . c , and thermal d e m a g n e t i z a t i o n t e c h n i q u e s 
a r e made as d i s c u s s e d i n Chapter 3 . 2 . The mean d i r e c t i o n ( d e c l i n a t i o n 
D or azimuth and I n c l i n a t i o n I or d i p ) of RM (remanent m a g n e t i z a t i o n ) 
and o t h e r p a r a m e t e r s , such as t h e l e n g t h of t h e r e s u l t a n t v e c t o r ( R ) , 
t h e p r e c i s i o n pa rame te r ( K ) and t h e r a d i u s of the 9 5 ^ c i r c l e of 
conf idence ( ©(.95) a r e c a l c u l a t e d fo r each dyke u s i n g F i s h e r ' s d i s t r i -
b u t i o n on t h e sphe re ( F i s h e r , 1953) g i v i n g u n i t we igh t t o each sample . 
The v a r i o u s formulae used a re g iven i n Appendix I . The r e s u l t s o b t a i n e d 
from d i f f e r e n t dykes a r e d i s c u s s e d be low. 
(1) Measurement of NRM. N i n e t y - o n e samples were s t u d i e d from 
10 d i f f e r e n t d y k e s , be long ing t o Mysore dyke swarms. The d i f f e r e n t 
t r e n d s of dykes and t h e i r l o c a t i o n s a r e g iven i n Tab le 3 and P i g . 1 . 
i 
I 
The NRM directions of 91 samples and 370 specimens were st^ pdied 
from these dykes and the vectors are plotted on equal area projection 
as shown in Fig. 4* 
Each one of the 91 samples is represented by three to six 
specimens. It is apparent from the figure that only a few of th«se 
specimens have a direction similar to that determined for other 
UtillilligflilS 
mmmsms^] 
Fig. 5. Histogram of J for all specimens from dykes 1 to 10 
Fig . 5 (continued) 
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Precambrian rocks of India* I t should be considered t h a t the sca t te red 
d i r e c t i o n s are due to one or a combination of the uns tab le magnetic 
components, without t e s t i n g t h e i r s t a b i l i t y by a»c. demagnetization. 
The NIttI i s not determined by the Precambrian f i e l d , the addi t iona l 
component of NRM being superimposed upon the o r ig ina l TRM, 
The mean NRM d i r e c t i o n s from those dykes which shoir l e s s 
s c a t t e r , along with other pareuneters for var ious dykes determined 
by F i s h e r ' s s t a t i s t i c a l ana lys i s are given in Table 4 . 
The NRM d i r e c t i o n s from dykes ( l , 2, 4, 5 , 6, 7, 8 , 9 and lO) 
show a large s c a t t e r , whereas the NRM d i r e c t i o n s from dyke 3 are 
c l u s t e r e d . The histogram of i n t e n s i t i e s of NRM (Jnrm) for a l l dykes 
are shown in Fig . 5 . The i n t e n s i t i e s of NRM o r ^ e ^ ^ ^ « e s spread 
-4 -4 / 
over a wide range, i . e . , from 0.4 x 10 to 206.3 x 10 e . m . u . / c . c . 
Using the apparatus s imi l a r to t h a t developed by Likh i te and Radha-
krishnamurthy ( l965) , the s u s c e p t i b i l i t i e s are measured. The mean 
s u s c e p t i b i l i t y range of samples from d i f f e r e n t dykes range from 
—3 —*? 
0,8 X 10 to 8.27 X 10 e . m . u . / c . c . atnd the mean Qn r a t i o from 
d i f f e r e n t dykes range from 1.5 to 11 .6 . 
The mean i n t e n s i t i e s , s u s c e p t i b i l i t i e s and Qn r a t i o from 
individual dykes are given in Table 5 . 
(2) A.C. demagnetization s tud ie s and s t ab le d i r e c t i o n s of RM. 
Typical examples of .a.c. t reatment on the d i r ec t i on emd i n t e n s i t y 
of magnetization from dykes 1 , 2 , 5, 6, 7 and 10 are shown in P ig . 6. 
A few p i l o t specimens from the above dykes were t r e a t e d in peak 
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Fig. 6. Normalized a.c. demagnetization curves and equal area 
projections showing changes in direction after cleaning 
in various a.c. peak fields for typical specimens 
from dykes, 1, 2, 5, 6, 7 and 10, 
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TtfLE 8 
MEAN OF NBM IKfENSITT, SUSCEPTIBILITY AND 0D RA.TIOS 
DjHke 
N<^. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
M e a n NRM 
i n t e n s i t y 
27 .35 X lO""* 
62 .93 X lO"""* 
0 .67 X lO""* 
0 . 4 X 10"'* 
4 0 . 0 3 X 10""* 
\ . ^ ^ l ^ *® 
« , 4 5 X 10 ^ 
4 .16 X lO""* 
19.21 X 10""* 
206 .3 X lO""* 
Mean suscep-
t i b i l i t y 
2 .29 X 10"^ 
8 .27 X 10"^ 
0.177 
0 . 8 X 
1.37 X 
iil«#9^ X 
^ l\ff.x 
1.07 X 
0 . 9 1 X 
4 . 4 9 X 
x l O - 3 
10-^ 
10-^ 
10-^ 
10-3 
10-3 
10-3 
Mean {^ 
ratio 
2 .43 
2 .56 
1.94 
2 .06 
2.87 
2 .05 
> 
5.52 
1.51 
5 .21 
11 .6 
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Fig. 7. Equal area projections of RM directions after cleaning all the 
specimens from dykes, 1, 2, d, 6, 7 and 10. 
Fig . 7 (continued) 
Fig . 7 (continued) 
,-l-i-'s IV may 
''lo^n o 
alternating fields, 25, 50, 75, 100, 200 and 300 oersteds. The field 
is found to be sufficiently high to remove the secondary and viscous 
components of magnetization, indicating that a stable component of 
magnetization is present. The stable components in dykes 1, 2, 5, 6, 
7 and iO irere revealed after treatment in low a.c. fields of the order 
150, 200, 200, 25, 50 and 150 oersteds, respectively. The RM direc-
tions of all the specimens from six dykes after a.c. demagnetization 
are illustrated in Pig. 7. In dykes 3, 4, 8 and 9 the scattering 
remained unchanged. Therefore, the remanent direction after a.c. 
cleaning were not plotted for these dykes. 
It may be noted that after a.c. dema^jietization in different 
fields, several specimens from different dykes which were originally 
polarised with down dips are now polarised with up dips as shown in 
Fig. 6. The polarity originally normal (away from the present earth 
field) have not changed as a result of a.c. cleaning to reverse 
polarisation. However, dyke 10 shows reverm polarisation with down 
and up dips but later changed to up dip with reverse polarisation after 
a.c. cleaning. 
The increase in K after a.c. deeming of six dykes represents 
an appreciable decrease in scatter of magnetization and stable remanent 
vectors. The a.c. demagnetisation study of curves suggests that in 
most of the dykes, the secondary components reside in low coercive 
force doBains. The secondary magnetization is therefore mostly of the 
viscous type acquired during the recent geological times. 
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AFTER THERMAL DEMAGNETIZATION OF FOOR SPECIMENS FROM DYKE-7 
Fig . 8b. Equal area pro jec t ions shoving changes in d i r e c t i o n of 
magnetizat ion a f t e r thenqal demagnetization of specimens 
from dykes, 1, 5, 6 and 10. 
Fig. 8a (continued) 
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Fig. 8a. T yp ic i l thermal demagnetization curves from dykes, 1, 2, 5 6 
7 and 10. 
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The curves can be explainltf in general terms b j the existence 
of tvo components of magnetization^ a soft component ivhich was removed 
completely by a .c . cleaning an* the hard one irfiich remained unaffected 
by s t i l l stronger f i e ld s ) except in the decrease of in tens i ty . The 
remaining magnetization appeaurs to represent a true f o s s i l magnetization. 
After partial a .c . demagnetization s ix dykes were found to be 
stable* The mean RM direct ions of individual dykes along vi th other 
s t a t i s t i c a l parameters are giv«B in Table 6. 
(3) Thermal~de«agnetig»Mon«^thermal demagnetization charac-
t e r i | t i C 8 trere itaWntlgated for tiro specimens, from e a^j i l^ t l i e we l l -
grouped d;^««i and iprt Iteaied^p to the Curie point to t e s t the 
s t a b i l i t y of remanent raagnetiz^lon* The experimental procedure i s 
described in Chapter 3 .6 . Few i^ermalized thermal demagnetisation 
curves and direct ions so obtained are i l lu s t ra ted in Fig. 8a & 8b* 
The intens i ty of the NRM of the specimen decreases with increase in 
temperature, depending upon the s t a b i l i t y of magnetization. Thus 
the unstably magnetized specimens showed a rapid decrease ef Intens i ty 
as the temperature increased. The stably magnetized specimens show 
that the main in tens i ty decreftlN^a at temperatures much close to the 
Curie point. On heating i t wa» observed that within the l imi t s of 
observational error, the direct ions of magnetization of a l l dyke specimen 
are quite stable up to 500 C and these direct ions agree with that 
obtdLntd aftdr a^e. e leas iag i« shoipi in Fig. 7. The Curie point ranges 
from 250** to 480*'c, suggesting that the main ferrimagnetlc mineral i s 
titanomagnetite, that i s the main carrier of remanent magnetization. 
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As a further check a tew a,.c, cleaned specimens froa indiTidnal 
djkes Here heated up to SOO^ C to see the theraal s t a b i l i t y and i t vas 
obserred that within the l imi t s of experimental error they renained 
in the group which was formed by a . c . demagnetization. This suggests 
that the NIBI in Myfore dyfces i s of fJBM natnre. 
4 .2 S^ aOURY OF MEAN DIRECTIONS OF STABLE RM FOR iLL THE DIKES 
the studies discussed under 4 .1 above indicate that the samples 
from the s ix dykes possess a stable» primary component of magnetization 
which was revealed after magnetic cleaning of em i n s t a b l e , unwanted 
secondary component by a .c . demagnetization techniques; the s t a b i l i t y 
of Ml was also tes ted by thermal demagnetization. 
These techniques for assessing the s t a b i l i t y of NBK were found 
to be useful in revealing the stable component of RM from s i x dykes. 
However) specimens from four dykes could not be cleaned by a .c . and 
thermal demagnetization techniques. They were probably masked by 
secondary magnetisation which might have distorted the original primary 
r^anence. 
The mean stable direct ion from s ix dykes are computed f#r e « l -
culating the v irtual geomagnetic pole and the four dykes wev« net taken 
into account for computation due to their i n s t a b i l i t y of ma^ietizatioa* 
The virtual geomagnetic pole (tSP) posit ions and oihw |i*lM-> 
magnetic parameters are discussed in Chapter VI. 
C H i. P T E R 
NATimS OF MAGNETIZATION OF MTSORE WKSS 
5.1 GENERAL 
In view of the igneous origin of the rock) the tjpe ot magneti-
zation acquired by i t must have been thermoremanent magnetization 
(IBM). I t i s studied extensively throughout the vorld, ai i t i s the 
most important of the di f ferent types of NRM discussed in Chapter 1 .3 . 
The TRU of igneous rock i s due to the small amount of ferromagnetic 
minerals present trtiich became magnetized i^en the rocks cooled from 
a h i ^ temperatmre in the prevail ing geomagnetic f i e l d . The igneous 
rocks owe the ir remanent magnetisation to the presence of iron-oxidesi 
or in a r e l a t i v e l y feir cases to sulphides. The oxides of iron often 
contain a considerable amount of titanium and traces of other ions . 
In fact titanomagnetites are the main minerals responsible for 
the magnetization in most of the basa l t ic rocks; and these are 
frequently metastable (Sanver, 1968). They have a natural tendency 
for titanium to migrate out of the l a t t i c e under certain conditions^ 
usual ly at high temperature, but i t i s also possible at lovir tempera-
tures; for exdmpl9f decomposition of a metastable cation def ic ient 
spinel (O'Reilly & Banerjee, 1967). 
By examining the A . C and the thermal demagnetization curves 
described in Chapter 4 . 1 , i t was observed that the magnetizations of 
the specimens either decreased or increased in IOTIT f i e l d s due to <he 
^1^ 
presence of a soft component of magnetization. After the removal of 
the soft component by a»c. demagnetization techniques) the intensity 
of the primary components decreased slowly irtien further demagnetized 
in higher alternating fields. From this it is evident that the soft 
component can be easily removed by k*o, demagnetization and the 
primary component remains unaffected. Studies of polished sections, 
measurement of Curie points, thermal remanence and saturation magneti-
zation vill lead to a better understanding of the nature of iron-oxide 
minerals which account for th« prlnary magnetization. These studies 
were carried out on the specimens from all the dykes to understand the 
origin of magnetization in them, as discussed in this chapter. 
5.2 RMANENT COBICIVE FORCE (He) 
It is well known that coercive force increases with decreasing 
particle size, although recent work by Oosterhout and Oomp (l962) 
indicate that much of the socalled size effect may in fact be due to 
strains introduced by grinding the dependence of coercive force and 
the size has no significant effect, as thought of earlier. Since most 
igneous rocks cool rather slowly, they should be well annealed and 
therefore show a minimum of strain (Strangway et al., 1968). In addition, 
coercive force has commonly been utilized as a physical parameter to 
characterize the stability of magnetization. Rocks generally contain 
several ferrimagnetie minerals and each mineral grain may differ from 
another in size, shape, minerology and magnetic behaviour. Therefore, 
the coercive force must vary from grain to grain and from subregion to 
subregion within a single rock (Larson et al., 
•Fig. 9. Reraanence h y s t e r e s i s curves for a few rep resen ta t ive specimens 
from var ious dykes* 
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Saturation remanence hysteresis curves were obtained for a feir 
specimens se lected from different dykes and the data given in Table 7. 
A procedure similar to that of Carmichael ( l96 l ) vas followed in th i s 
respect* 
The apparatus used for saturating the specioens consists of an 
e lec^onagnet (UNICO Type NP-53 Electromagnet) irhich proTides reasonably 
uniform f i e l d s and an air gap continuously adjustable from 0 to 10 cm. 
With th i s a maximum f i e l d of 1500 oersteds can be created, idien the air 
gap i s 1 cm. by passing a maximum current of 5 amperes from a S.C. 
supply fed with 230 vo l t s A*C. 
The specimens Used for these studies were in t)itt form of circular 
disks of 1" diam* and about 0 .3 to 0 .5 aa, thickness . 
The specimen was f i r s t saturated and i t s remanence (Js) was 
measured witit an a s t a t i c magnetometer. The rwaanenee was again measured 
after the application of an oppositely directed f i e l d . The f i e l d was 
increased in steps t i l l the specimen saturated in the o|>posite direct ion 
and each time i t s remanence (Js) was measured. A c<mplete loop was 
obtained by repeating th is procedure in the opposite sense. Fig. 9 
shows the remamence hysteresis loop for a few representative specimens. 
The magnetic f i e ld required to reduce the remanent in tens i ty of a 
saturated specimen to zero i s cal led the remanent cofjrcive force (He). 
These experiments indicate that the specimens possess low 
coercive force ranging between 150 Oe to 300 Oe. The loops are of 
normal type and the remanence and coercive force have the same magnitudes 
^H 
TABLE 7 
RIMANENCE HYSTERESIS DATA FOR SOME SPECIMENS 
« M« Q«^«<».-^ "^ - "^^ Saturat ing Remanent 
a. No* apecimen n m *. i j itT / / - f i e l d c o e r c i r e No. e*m*tt/c.c. e . m . u / c . c . - * / « \ 
' ' Oe force (He) 
CD! d j j 40 .8 X lO"* 119.2 i lO"^ 8000 220 
CKg aj 3.27X lO"* 28 .8 x lO"^ 2000 250 
HDg a j 106.7 x lO"* 10.72x 10~^ 1000 120 
KD, X I 16.49 X lO""* 3 8 . 4 x 10~^ 800 150 
HOg b j j 131.2 X lO"'* 23 .8 x lO"^ 1000 100 
HD ftjj 5 .01 X lO""* 8 . 8 X lo"^ 1000 150 
J - I n t e n s i t y of NRM 
nrai 
J - RMianent i n t e n s i t y a f t e r s a t u r a t i n g specimen 
0 
He - R^sanence coercive force. 
?19 
in both positive and negative directions. No other oxide of iron 
except the titanonagnetites is known to hare coercive force of this 
order. 
5.3 THSOiAL BEHAYIOUR OF MYSORE BIKES 
The nature of remanent magnetization of igneous rocks, and the 
various ferreBa,gnetic ainerals that could be present la the rock to 
account for the observed remcment magnetization are discussed in 
Chapter I. Ferromagnetic minerals contained in the rock samples and 
the nature of RM can be ascertained by studying the mode of decrease 
of NRM (Jn) in relation to the rise of temperature and mode of 
acquisition of ISU (Jt), acquired vhen the sample is alloved to cool 
to room temperature in the presence of earth*s magnetic, field. The 
Curie points of the minerals can be determined at the same time. 
For this purpose at least tiro specimens each of 1** diaa. and 
about 1" length frms each dyke vere heated to higher temperature for 
studying the decay of Jn and then cooled in the earth's magnetic 
field to room temperature to produce Jt (total fiM). These studies 
were made by heating the specimen in a non-inductive electric furnace^ 
similar to that of Wilson (l962), up to the Curie temperature and 
cooling doim to rocMS temperature after being kept for about 30 min. 
above the Curie temperature. The results of these tests are shown in 
Jn 
Fig. 9 and the values of _____ and the Curie temperature (TC) for 
J t 
various specimens are given in Table 8. 
p 
TABLE 8 
J n RATIOS, CURIE TEMPI21ATURE FOR SPECIMENS FROM VARIOUS DYKES 
J i 
Sp. No. Jn Curie temperature 
On Jt 
CD^^ bj 1.89 480 
CDg bj 9.10 870 
CDj ajj 0.50 400 
CD- aj 2.44 480 
HDg jj 1.60 3T5 
HDg xl 0.38 350 
KD c 0.50 280 
KDg bjj 1.79 480 
GDg Cjj 1.43 480 
CDg bj 2.60 480 
Jn - Intensity of NRM 
Jt - Intensity of TIQ{ acquired on eooling from Curie temperature 
to room temperature la tile earth's magnetic field 
Tc - Curie temperature of magnetic minerals present in the rock. 
«1 
aret 
The main conclusions that can be draim from these studies 
( l ) Hie Curie temperature for rarious specimens spreeul orer 
a f a i r l y iride range from 280 C to 480 C, shoving that 
the main ferromagnetic minerals contained in them are 
titanmiagBetites and low grade titanomaghemite vith 
Tarying amounts of titanium and magnetite in their so l id 
solutions* 
(2) The manner of demagnetization of Jn or acquisit ion of 
TSM i s such that in most of the cases about 50^ of Jn was 
demagnetized or 50^ of J t was acquired at temperatures 
of 300 or 400 C. I t can be said that the magnetization 
in questlea vas probably acquired at high temperature) so 
that the remanent magnetisn of such rock specimens may be 
taken to be s table . A c lose resemblance of Jn and J t 
curres also suggest that the NHM possessed by the rocks 
iras a TRM. No indication of the se l f -reversa l of TRM iras 
obserred in any of the specimens. 
Although a vast amount of paleomagnetic knowledge has hitherto 
been supplied from various parts of the vorld} work concerning the 
i n t e n s i t i e s of former geomagnetic f i e l d s during geological times i s 
appallingly low. There i s no decis ive evidence that the in tens i ty of 
the former geomagnetic f i e ld has eJways been as that of the present 
geomagnetic f i e l d . 
Jfig. 10. Photomicrographs shoving t y p i c a l lopment 
f-.Z 
The »s of Jn J t for rarions speeiaetts of VLj «• showed 
a rariation from 0.38 to 9.10 and all the specimens vfl^, found to be 
equally stable. 
The ratio Jn 
"JT" 
may be a crucial factor for inferring the 
magnitude o f^^e in tens i ty of the former geomagnetic fMld and i t may 
not be appr^riate to omit spe«i«ens eTen i f the yalut i s abnormally 
small or la: 
the s tab i l i t f^of NRM. 
%n4 rat ios should be considered as od of tes t ing 
5.4 POLISnm SECTION STUDIES 
To detipmine idiat minerals are responsible for ri^paent magnetic 
component in HUie rocks, the usual method i s to examine9N polished 
sections nndfr the microscope and to ident i fy the • a r i ^ ^ oxides present 
in them. 
The oxidation-
e f f e c t s and4t s correlation with magnetic s t a b i l i t y . lUbnty polished 
sect ions under the magnification x 330 from a l l the dykjM vere studied. 
Typical mieffphotographs are given in Fig. 10. All the itudied dykes 
. J , 
hare f e r r i « | ^ e t i c oxides, ch ie f ly t i tan(»agnet i te (Fe^^4*FeJi^ 
^ -^ 
so l id so lut ion) . In some of th« specimens t i tanomagne^^ i s present 
r 
in small am^iints and in most of the specimens the original t i tano-
magnetite a#:^sho«n in Fig. 10 have oriented exsolution la«iellae of 
i lmeni te . J ^ y n H y , , m m m i i ^ mt^ tc,ow<4p. | i » « I j i i ^ s , as thick 
"sandwich" la ths , or as irregular forms in titanomagnetite (Watkins & 
Haggerty, 1967). Most of the specimens studied have lamellae of i lmenite, 
•^3 
and are oriented in the ( l H ) plane of magnetite. Theishigh temperature 
oxidation of titanomagnetite conmonly resu l t s in the derelepBent of 
i lmenite lamellae irtiich e f f e c t i v e l y sub-divides the i n i t i a l magnetic 
crystals into a great many smaller, magnetically more stable grains* ^ 
This i s primarily a post-consolidation oxidational ehange (Larson e t al»i 
1969). 
Powell (1963), Watkins & Haggerty ( l965, 1967), tarson e t a>l. 
(1968), Zijderveid (1967), Wilson e t a l . ( l968) , StraBgynr e t al« 
(1968), Ade-Hall e t al« (l968) and recently Larson e t »1. (1969) have 
recognized a clear re lat ionship in basa l t ic Lavas between t i tano-
magnetite high temperature-oxidation and s t a b i l i t y of natural remanence. 
Studies carried out on the Mysore dyke samples revealed that the 
dykes vhich show high magnetic s t a b i l i t y also shoir h i ^ temperature-
oxidation e f fec ts and single Curie points . The unstable dykes on the ' 
other hand shotr tvo or more Curie points and a small amount of high 
temperature-oxidation. The lov Curie points as shovn in most of the 
specimens correspond to titanium rich titanomagnetite or low grade 
titanomaghemite, the resul ts being compatible with the therm^aagnetic 
curves studies discussed in Chapter 5 . 2 , thus substantiating the con-
clusion that titanomagnetite i s the principal carrier of remanent 
magnetization. 
hh 
5.5 SlAOfARY 
Stadies described in th i s chapter rerealed the follovingt 
(1) The stable samples ove their magnetization to the vell-deTeloped 
high temperature-oxidation titanomagnetite. I t i s , therefore) 
most l i k e l y that the NRM of the Mysore dykes i s of ISIf or ig in . 
(2) None of the samples from euiy dyke exhibited the self-roTersing 
tendency in the laboratory. 
(3) The magnetic component l i e s in the lov coercire forte domida 
and th i s shows a good correlation with a . c . demagnetization 
results discussed in Chapter 4 . 
/. 
C H A P T E R VI 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF PALEOMACWEriC DATA 
6 . 1 RESULTS 
It has been shoim by the Tarious stability techniques used 
ea the Mysore dykes described in Chapter 3.2| that the T M of dykes 
is hi^ly stable. Specimens having unwanted, secondary s»ft eoaponents 
were cleaned. Out of 10 dykes studied, 4 dykes (3, 4, 8 aii4i 9) did not 
iaproTe after cleaning thereby indicating that the original TRU was 
destroyed to a large extent. Out of ten dykes studied, six dykes (l, 2, 
5, 6, 7 and lO) possessed stable directions of magnetiaatien and the 
remaining four dykes (S, 4, 8 and 9) did not improre after elOaniag* 
Fig. 7 shows the stereographic plot of the cleaned remanent 
magnetic directions of all the specimens studied from the six dykes. 
The stable mean magnetic directions for these dykes are given in Table 4. 
Using Fisher*s (1953) method the radius of the 95^ circle of confidence 
was calculated, which represents the precision ( ^9S)» The precision 
parameter (K) was calculated for all the dykes before and after cleaning. 
The precision increased appreciably in six dykes, indicating stability 
of magnetization, and in the four dykes, which did not havo stable 
directions of magnetizations, K decreased. Hie directions of the six 
dykes form a cluster, away from the present geomagnetic field. This 
good agreement indicates that scatter within a dyke is rather small 
and hence a statistically significant mean could be obtained. The mean 
directions of RM for various dykes given in Table 6 show that out of six 
H 
d;^(eetions of RM, the direct ions for four 
n the s i a ^ s 
[SCUSSION 
the irirtual geomagnetic pole posit ions derived froa 
lions of RM for each djice) irhich possessed stable di 
with those of Deccan traps are shown in Fig. 11. I 
bhe figure that the poles derived froa dykes !» 5 ai 
Kh other. This suggests that these dykes might have 
iporaneously. The poles of these dykes and pole of 
agreement with the meaun pole posit ion calculated fe; 
Seccan trap igneous act iv i ty* 
The dyke 2 | petrochemically a lka l i c in naturoi has a 
podMlon which suggests the pos i t ion of India in the norl 
ph« It iS) however, interesting to note that dyke 2 o<^i 
thf^Hholeiite dyke 1 which shows the pole posit ion similai 
f 
of lirecan traps. The Ajke 10 i s also a lka l ic in nature 
on similar to that of dyke 2. This led to the 
that 
The results reported on the present dykes belong to Mysore dyke 
sweuvs and indicate that they were intruded into the Indian shield, 
may be in Frecambrian times and in association with the Deccan trap 
igneous activity. 
K l 
C H A P T E R VII 
PETROCHQIISTRY OF THE DYKES 
7.1 I^ SlliOLOGr 
Tventy-fiTe thin sectiona fron ten different dykes haT* beea 
studied, k majority of then shoved ophit ic and a fev poiEi|lflc 
i 
texture. 
In a l l the abo-re dykes pyroxenes are present and shoir l o i e l l a r 
strmeturei which i s due to exsolnt ion. In seae dykes pyroxenes are 
eneliNitd by plagioclases and also shov zoning. The dykeS} 2$ 4 and 10 
shev pinkish colour pyroxenes^ due to the presence of high oaount of 
titanium, irfaich i s indicated by the presence of titanapigite* 
Plagioclases are sodic type in some d^^es euid they show inclusion 
arranged at borders. Hyperaethene i s present in a l l the d^^es studied 
and in some i t shovs s c h i l l e r i z a t i o n e f f e c t . 
Iron ores are original in nature in some dykes -whereas granular 
in some dykes probably secondary in or ig in , fliey are also present in 
the form of inclusions i n hypersethene. 
7 .2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
7 .2 .1 General scheme of tmalysis 
Chemical analysis involved the folloiringt 
Estimation of 
(a) SiOg, AlgOg, MnO, Pa^gj ^«2°3 ' ^®°» "^ ^^ 2* spectro photometric a l ly 
(Sheklromom Spectrophotometer, type 202) . 
«8 
(b) Ifa^ O and K.0, f lme-photoaetr ica l ly (flaae {diotoBieter 
Carl-Zeiss, type 312315). 
(c) CaO, MgO and FeO by t i t r a t i o n by the rapid aethoda of 
analysis of Shapiro and Braanock (1962). 
T*2.2 Rapid aethoda of major element analysis 
( l ) Dissolution of s—plea» The sasiples were dried vp mt 
110 C for 3 to 4 hr before bringing them into solution* fro sample 
aolvtions (A and B) irere prepared for determining the major elements* 
Preparation of sample solut ion 'A' for estimation of s i l i c a 
axid alumina s tar t s v i th fusion of 0*1 g of f ine ly powdered sample 
in a nickel crucible with 8 to 10 sodium hydroxide pe l l e t s* F irs t 
the samples and the p e l l e t s were gently heated for 3 to 4 min. and then 
intensely with two bunaen burners for five minutes. The fused melt 
was cooled for 4 to 5 hr: and transferred into the g las s beakers; 
20 c . c . of d i lute HCl ( i t l ) added and then the solution was gently 
heated t i l l i t i s clear and was made up to 1 l i t r e after cooling. 
For estimation of elements FeO, MnO, V^'^^t Na^O, K^O, TiO^, 
CaO and MgO, a second solution 'B* vas prepared. Here 0.4 g. of 
f ine ly powdered seunple was taken in a platinum crucible . A fev drops 
of sulphuric acid irere added and the sample made into a paste. Later 
hydrofluoric acid was added very careful ly to f i l l up to the crucible 
volume. 
«9 
The crucible irith i t s l i d on vas heated gently en a water 
bath for one hour and the heating continued after remoring the l i d , 
t i l l the solution eraporated alsiost coaplete ly , leaving behind a pasty 
Batter* The l a t t e r vas cooled, and then carefully and coapletely 
transferred to a 250 c . c . pyrex beaker. The beaker vas gently 
heated after adding d i s t i l l e d vater to digest any r^aaining Batter* 
Svbsequently after cool ing, the Toluae vas made up to 250 c.e* and 
stored in a polyethylene bottle* 
r 
(2) Spectrophotometric es t iaat ien* S i l i c a and aluMiaa vera 
detensined fro« solution 'A' and Pn^S' ^*2®3 "*" ^*^' '''^ ^2 ^''^^ '*'*® "wt^ 
determined from solution 'B*. The d e t a i l s of chemical processing, 
before each oxide i s determined spectrophotometrically, on the basis 
of percentage transmission, are summarised belov. 
S i l i c a (red sens i t iT i ty ) t 5 . c . c . sample 
Solution *A* was taken in a 100 c . c . beaker, 1 c . c . of onnottium 
molybdate reagent added and the solut ion was allowed to stand for 
10 min. Next 4 c . c . of tartaric acid (lO^ concentration) was added 
to the mixture of 1. c . c . reducing solution (3 .5 g. of sodium 
sulphite in 100 c . c . water and 0.15 g. of l-amino-2-napthelf4 sulphonic 
acid added to a solut ion of 45 g. of sodium meta bisulidiite in 400 c . c . 
of water). The solution developed a blue colour. I t was then allowed 
to stand for 30 min, and the volume was made up to 100 c . e . and analysed. 
Alumina (blue s e n s i t i v i t y ) * 10 c . c . of solution *A* was taken 
in a 100 c . c . beaker; 1 c . c . of calcium chloride solution (7 g. of 
50 
CaClg 1B 500 c.c. of vater) and 1 c.c. of 10^ hydroxjlaaiBO-
hydroehloride iras added and the solution kept for 10 aln* 1 c.c. of 
0.1^ potassium ferrlcyanide iras added (l^is should be prepared fresh 
for each set of determination). After 5 ain, 10 c.c. of buffer 
solution (TO g. of sodium acetate and 30 g. of glacial acetic acid 
in 500 c.c* of water) iras added and after 10 min. 5 c.c. of 0.1^ 
Alisarln red-S, solution iras added. After one hour the T O I U M was 
'made up to 100 c.c. and ajialysed. 
Phosphorus. 10 c.c. of sample solution *B' vas taken in a 
100 c.c. beaker and 10 c.c. of reagent (0.625 g. of apBoniap Taadate 
in 200 c.c. of 1*1 nitric acid mixed irith 25 g. of ammonium iMtlTMate 
in 200 c.c. of vater) and 25 c.c. of water added. ^ 
Manganese. 20 c.c. of solution *B' is taken and to this 
0.5 c.c. of phosphoric acid, 25 c.c. of lt9 sulphuric acid and 0.2 g. 
of potassium periodate were added. It was heated on a hot plate till 
it deToloped a pink colour and the volume made up to 100 c.c. 
Titanium. To 20 c.c. of solution 'B*, 20 c.c. of reagent 
(50 c.c. of 111 sulphonic acid + 50 c.c. of phosphoric acid and 400 c.c. 
of hydrogen peroxide made up to 500 c.c.) was added* 
Ferrous iron. 5 c.c. of solution 'B'was taken in a 100 c.c. 
beaker and 5 c.c. of 10^ hydroxylamine hydrochloride added, to which 
after 10 min, 10 c.c. ot 0,1% orthophenanthrolein solution was added. 
Finally 10 c.c. of sodium citrate was added amd after 30 min, the 
Tolume was made up to 100 c.c. 
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(3) Determination of CaO. MgO and FeO by t i t r a t i o n . CaO and 
UgO irere determined together by double t i t r a t i o n method. 25 e . c . of 
solution *B* iras taken and both CaO and MgO were estimated M CtS 
f i r s t , t i t ra t ing against Verseae (EDTA) using Erichrome Blaefc-f 
indicator. 
To the above solution 150 c . c . of water, 20 e . c . of Hetttyl-'red 
ammonium chloride solut ion was added. I t was neutralised with l iquid 
ammonia and i f anj iron precipitated, i t was f i l t e r e d and, the wolume 
made up to 250 c . c . 25 c . c . of th i s so lut ion, 100 e . c . of water and 
10 c . c . of buffer (NH^Cl -f NH^ OH solution) were added and t l tva iad 
against Tersene. 
To determine MgO, 200 c . c . of the above so lut ion, 10 c . c . of 
buffer, 5 c . c . of CaCl solution (0 .5 g. of CaCO. in few drops of 
HCl and 500 c . c . of water) and 10 c . c . of sodium tungstate (20^) 
were added and the solution was boiled for 10 min, and then quickly 
cooled. Calcium tungstate precipitated thus was removed by decanting 
the solution and the l a t t e r was made up to 250 c . c . 25 c.c* of th i s 
was t i trated against versene with buffer and indicator Erichrome Blacfc-T 
as done previously. 
CaO + MgO and MgO were calculated from the equationst 
CaO -f MgO (as CaO) 25 
0.4x 
where x i s versene volume for standard solution and ¥ i s sample 
so lut ion. 
2.5 X 25 
MgO . Y 
0.8X 
S2 
iiiiere X and Y are saBe as in the above case* (CaO standard i s taken 
for CaO 4- MgO determinations and MgO standard for MgO detemlaat ion)• 
FeOi 0.4 g. of saisple VUB taken in a platinna crucible and to 
f^is 10 CO. of I t l snlphuric acid vere added. The nixtnre was g e n t l j 
boiled on a hot plate for 5 to 6 ttln^ Then 5 c . c . of hydreflnerie 
acid was added and again tbe ef i f^i i le heated for 5 s i n . then the 
eme ib l e along v i th the em^MgNl^^hr* iaaersed in a 100 e . e . reagent 
••* ".* 
solution (mixture of 200 • ! | f gli^pteoric acid, 175 ml of sulphsric 
acid, 50 g. of boric a d d m4 | i i | l » l of water made to 2 l i t r e s ) irith 
200 e . e . of vater and e r t l » | i | l i i i » r e l e i n indicator . I t was t i t ra ted 
against potassium dichr#Mi« «f Inown normality (0.062 K ) . 
The strength of standards used in raorious determinations i s 
given in Table 9 . 
The method of Shapiro 6uad Brannock (l962) may be c la s s i f i ed 
as ( i ) accurate for s i l i c a , t i t a n i a , tota l iron, ferr ic iron, 
magnesium, calcium, a lka l i e s and phosphorus, ( i i ) moderately accurate 
for alumina, ferrous iron, and manganese. 
7.3 CHUflSTRY OF THE DYKES 
Table 10 l i s t s the averages of chemical analyses of ten 
Mysore dykes, and the analyses fr<»i l i terature of Deccan traps, 
t h o l e i i t i c do ler i t e s and alkal i d o l e r i t e s . 
Prior to t h i s study, the chemistry of few dykes were reported 
from the Indian shield (Table i s ) . These data were not u t i l i s e d for 
?^3 
TABLE 9 
STRENGTH OF STiNDiLRDS VSID IN ViRIOUS DETERMINATIONS 
Oxide Standcird s t rength ^ 
AI2O3 14 
MgO 0.01 (O.000/g»/«l) 
CaO 0 .01 (O.OOO/gp/ml) 
MnO 0.5 
PegOg 10 
TiO, 
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?5 
the correlation of dyke amxmm and in most of the cases the ntmber of 
dykes studied vere feir to tuke any concrete conclusions ctnd irore 
exc lns ire ly u t i l i s e d to i^ig^if the nature of basa l t i c suiif* 
One of the inportant objects of the chenlcal studies presented 
here i s to knov about the ehenical cospesit ions of basal t ic suites^ 
vhich has given r i se to these dykes and to use the data «o «bi«ift«d 
for correlation of dykes. 
T.3.1 C.I.P»W. nonsB 
C.I.P.V. noras (Table l l ) shov that the saaples analysed 
Tary from saturated to over-saturated vi th the normative quartz 
varying from 4*92 to 25.02. The presence of high value of normative 
hypersethene i s in dykes 1 | 3) 5, 6^  7, 8 and 9 which vary between 
1412 to 17.39 suggest the t h o l e i i t i c nature of basa l t ic suite* 
7«3.2Qpa4»faA c^a/i representations 
The Mg-Pe(+)- alkal i «md Ca-Na-K (atomic weight present) 
diagrams represent the dykes under study. Bie MgO-Fe(*)- a lkal i 
diagram (Fig. 12a) shows the usual iron enrichment of t h o l e i i t i c 
su i tes dykes followed by alkal i enrichment. Points for average Seccan 
basal ts (Washington) 1922) l i e in the enclosed area which also show 
iron enrichment. In the CaO-NagO-KgO diagram (Fig. 12b) most of the 
dykes f a l l on the sodic side of the diagram. The same diagrams have 
also been used by Nockalds and Allen (1953, 1954, 1956) Green and 
Poldervaart (l958) for average igneous rocks and Sukheswala and 
Poldervaart (l958) for averages of Beccan basa l t s . 
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Thornton and Tuttle (l956) suggested a diff#i^irMN|Mdn 4i«gra« 
in vfaich percentages of ireights of oxide of the rarione eleaeatc are 
plotted against the d i f ferent iat ion index (sum of normative quartz, 
a lb i te and orthoclase) . fhe curres draim in Fig . 13 indicate 
d i f ferent iat ion trends in the dykes and can only be considered as 
rough approximation* I t i s nvtieed here that the curve of AlgO. 
shov iride scat ter , and beea»L8»<ii»f 'Uiis, the trend i s not rel iable* 
Boundaries of ear ly , middle and l a t e stage do l er i t e s are apprexiatately 
at d i f ferent iat ion indices at 20, 30 and 50. This figure le«d« to a 
better understanding of the petrology of dykes vhich are reprefentative 
of basal t ic magma. Pract ica l ly a l l the dykes belong to middle and 
la te stage of fract ionation. Variations in major eleoients are nomal , 
v i th l inear increase in SiOg) ^Og, FeO and KgO and l inear decrease 
In FooO-, NartO, vhereas MgO remains constant. Variation curve of 
S u a 
$iOp is convex upward indicating moderate enrichment of silica. The 
variation of AlgO- is peculiar, but iride scatter of points renders it 
likely that the variation is more apparent than real. CaO also shews a 
decrease* 
The curves shown in the Fig. 13 lead to the conclusion that djkes-
1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 are enriched in silica and low in alumina, indicating 
the tholeiitic nature of basalt. 
MacBonald and Katsnra (l964) showed that alkali basalts and 
tholeiite can be distinguished by plotting total alkalis against 
silica'. The field of the tholeiitic rocks can be separated from that 
of alkalic rocks by a diagonal line drawn through the region of low 
.Jm\l) .-;•"-/ «? " - Ifi. 
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'm pmUtUng m§.t l i 9 « b«tw«B the respeetiTo fieiwtlfttt^ i||iM|riilll#4^ft 
of the tvo s u i t e . When th i s data «re plotted (Fig. 14) a l l h«i sevon 
dTfces ( l , 3 , 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9) f i l l ! in the t h o l e i i t i c f i e ld tmt, ttl« 
remaining three dykes ( 2 | 4 and l&y in the a lkal i f i e l d . In aMi%iif»tb 
high titanium and lov s i l i e a a^« fr#tei it in the dykes under thw iftlNilt 
p l d | a feature for d i s t l | i ^ | ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ t t » e n a lkal i and t h o l e i i t t e 
l a l t s . 
The diagrams diseu««4^|^^^^^b»ote the pos i t ive t h o l e i i t i e 
nature of seven dykes &xd t l ^ ^ ^ ^ M i l i dykes. 
T.4 Cm l^BISON OF THE IfTSOI^lMpI WITH THE CANjOIIiN SHIELD DIBASE SUES 
C. 
"Rie Canadian dykes s«ftt%|.j^4 given in Table 12. A preliminary 
ehemical study carried out «M'> |^|i ISanadian dyken indicate that the, 
Sudbury and Ifackenssie are a l l ^ t ' b a s a l t and Marathon, Abiti and 
Matachewan are t h o l e i i t i c dyices. A comparison of the chemical compo-
s i t i o n of the Mysore dykes irith the above Canadian shield dykes shovs a 
r^aarkable s imi lar i ty betveen dykes 2 , 4 and 10 studied with those of 
Sudbury and Mackenzie dykes| and dykes 1, 3 , 6, 6, 7, 8 and 9 to the 
Marathon, Abiti and Matachevan dykes. This shovs tiiat the Indian 
sh ie ld , l i k e the Canadian sh ie ld , have dykes belonging to tvo dif ferent 
basa l t s , a lkal i and t h o l e i i t i c . 
7.5 DISCUSSION 
The studies on the Mysore dykes show that dykes 2, 4 and 10 are 
alkalic in nature and characterized by high alkalies and titanium; they 
are also low in silica. The dykes 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 belong to 
TABLE 13 
AVERAGE CHIMICAL COMFOSITIONS OF MKES STUDIED FROM THE INBIiN SHIELD 
4 5 6 
S10« 51 .38 50 .40 54 .40 4 9 . 4 6 4 8 . 3 5 52 .76 48 .60 
2 
AloO, 14 .37 12 .33 14.09 16 .35 13 .97 14 .54 9 .98 
F e » 0 . 5 .44 4 . 5 7 2 .09 1.58 3 .46 4 .52 2 .70 
c 3 
FeO 8 . 9 3 11.68 10 .48 14 .65 14 .44 8 .29 15.36 
CaO 8 .87 10 .22 9 .15 8 .48 9 .41 10.18 10.08 
HgO 3 . 5 2 6 .33 5 .06 2 . 5 3 4 . 0 7 5 .10 5 .14 
Na.O 3 .46 2 . 6 5 3 .31 3 .34 3 .38 2 .51 2 .32 
KgO 1.57 0 .37 0 . 7 1 1.02 0 .57 0 . 9 1 0 .78 
TiOg 1.22 0 . 8 3 0 . 9 3 2.07 1.02 0 .48 1.60 
MnO 0 . 2 1 0 .10 0 . 1 6 0 . 1 3 0 .10 0 . 2 1 0 . 5 
PgOg 5 .44 - - - _ 0 .57 
HgO - - - - - > 
Col tun 1 - D o l e r i t e dyke n e a r H o r a h a l l i , Mysore S t a t e ( ikramuddin and 
S a d a s h i v i a h , 1967) 
Coluams - Dyfce r o c k s from Mola lka lmura area* Mysore S t a t e (Naik and 
2 ,3 ,4&5 S a d a s h i T i a h , 1965) 
Column 6 - Arerage of 20 a n a l y s e s of Hyderabad dyke ( N a t i o n a l Geophysical 
Resea rch I n s t i t u t e , u n p u b l i s h e d work) 
Column 7 - Dyke from V e l g a m p a l l i , C h i t t o o r d i s t r i c t (Soraaskar and 
Nagamna, 1964) . 
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t h o l e i i t e Bagaa type and are richer in s i l i c a and poorer in tltaaitBai. 
A conpariflon of these djkes with the magmas from the Deccaa trap 
arerages of a lkal ic doler i to* and t h o l e i i t e do ler i t e s (fable lO) 
shov&that the t h o l e i i t i c djk^u stadied have a remarkable s imilarity i a 
petrochemistry v i th the t h o l e i i t e magpa type and the Beccan traps 
t h o l e i i t e s * 
The chemical com|Msi%i«tt of the other dykes studied from ikm 
Indian shield (Table 13) show that a l l the dykes are thole i i te^ 
except the one from Molankalmnra area in Mysore (Naik and SoA^aki'thakf 
1965), which i s a lkal ic in nature and similar to the alkal ic d^^es luder 
study. On the other hand, Someskar and Ne^ ganna (1964) stated that the 
t h o l e i i t e dyke; from Vegampalli in Chittoor d i s t r i c t shovs a s imi lar i ty 
with the Oeccan traps* 
FcUirig e t a l . ( l965) reported that the Sudbury and Mackenzie 
Canadian dibase dyke swarms ard typical a lka l i c . Recent studies 
by Condie et al» ( l969) also found a few Preeambrian alkal ic dykes from 
looming area. ' Similar to the above findings the present invest igat ions 
have also revealed the presence of a lkal ic dykes of probable Preeambrian 
age (Paleomagnetic data) and th i s finding i s contrary to the well-known 
fact that the continental d^rkes and s i l l swarms are s t r i c t l y the intrusive 
equivalents of t h o l e i i t i c flood basal ts (Turner and Verhoogen, 1962, 
p. 209) . 
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TABLE 12 
THE CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF CANADIAN SHIELD DIABASE DlfKES 
SlOj 
'^aS 
^•2«3 
FeO 
CBO . 
U o A 
MgU 
h' 
TiOg 
MnO 
Vs 
V 
47.7 45.9 50.5 50.5 49.6 
11.9 15.1 13.9 12.7 13.9 
3 .4 2.9 4.0 3.5 2.4 
12.7 12.1 10.8 10.3 9.9 
9.8 8 .5 9.6 9.5 10.3 
4.7 4.2 4.8 4.7 6.8 
2.8 3.5 3.0 2.8 2.6 
0.7 1.2 1.0 1.0 0.8 
2.5 3.1 1.4 1.6 1.4 
0.1 0.2 0 .3 0 .2 0 .2 
Columnl - Average of MacKenzle dykes siranB 
Column a- Average of Sudbury dykes swarm 
Column 3- Average of Matachevan dykes swarm 
Column 4r- Average of Marathon dykes swa.rm 
Column 5- Average of Abitii 1 dykes swarms 
(Data after Fahrig et al». 1965). 
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CHAPTER VIII 
SIMUBT ASH CONCLUSIONS 
The Mysore dykes wfaich are intrusive into the sch is t s and 
^ e i s s e s are inrest igated by the folloiring techniques* 
(a) Palemsagnetiam (a*c. and thermal deHagnetisatioa t«i^iilqtt«« 
Here employed to t e s t the s t a b i l i t y of remaneat BfigiMti-
zation)« 
(b) Chemical (major elements determined by Tarious instrumental 
techniques and iret chemical methods). 
The data irere processed from the folloiring methods* 
(a) Equal area projection of NRM direc t ions . 
(b) Histograms of i n t e n s i t i e s of NRH (J^JKK). 
(c) Equal area projections of stable 191 Rectors* 
(d) A«C. demagnetization curves* 
(e) lliermal demagnetization curves* 
(f) Remanence hysteresis curves* 
(jg) Studies on polished sec t ions . 
(h) Calculation of virtual geomagnetic poles* 
fi3 
(i) Calculation of C.I.P.W. norms* 
(j) Ternary diagraas Mg-Fe-alk and Ca-Na-K* 
(k) Total alkali^silica diagraa* 
(l) Differentiation index against veight per cent of oxides 
diagram* 
The methods cited above have been employed to inveatigai* the 
folloving problems.: 
(1) Classification of dykes by remanent msignetization and 
chemical composition. 
(2) Age and nature of remanent magnetization. 
(3) The nature of basalts irhich has given rise to the dykes* 
The paleomagnetic and chemical data lead to the folloving 
conclusionst 
(1) The scattered NRM directions are due to the presence of unstable 
magnetic components. 
(2) A study of A.c. demagnetization curves suggest that the secondary 
magnetization is mostly viscous type acquired during the recent 
geological times. 
(3) A study of thermal demagnetization curves suggests that the directions 
of magnetization are stable up to 500 C eind are in close agreement 
f;/; 
urith those obtained after A*c. cleaning* 
(4) A«C. and thormal doiagnetization teehniques hare revealed the 
stable component of Itt from s ix djkes* The four djkes irhich 
could not be cleaned are probablj masked by stable secondary 
magnet!zation^ vhieh destroyed the primary remanence* 
(5) Thermal s t a b i l i t y t e s t s shoir that the NBU in stable dykes i s 
of TRM or ig in . 
(e) The Curie point ranges from 280 to 480°C suggesting that the 
main ferrimagnetic mineral i s titanomagnetites or loir grade 
titanomaghemite« 
(7) A study of the remanence hysteres i s corTes indicates that specimens 
possess lov coercive force ranging between 150 to 300 Oe^  
suggesting the presence of titanomagnetites* 
(s ) A study on polished sect ions shovs the presence of titanomagnetites 
substantiating Curie points and remanence hysteres i s curves 
studies that main carrier of magnetization i s titanomagnetite* 
(9) The dykes which show high magnetic s t a b i l i t y also shev high 
temperature oxidation e f fec ts and single Curie point. The 
unstable dykes on the other hand show tvo or more Curie points 
and a anall amount of high t^aperature oxidation* 
(10) Virtual geomagnetic pole posit ions derived from the mean of 
stable dykes 1, 5, 6 and 7 are close to the poles of mean 
fi5 
Deccan traps. The pol«B of dykes 2 and 10 indicate the posit ion 
of India in the northern honiaphere thereby suggesting their 
Precawbrian age, 
(11) Petrographic studies shov the presence of t i tanaugite in dykes 
2, 4 and 10. 
(12) The presence of high Talue of nomatire hypersethene in 
dykes 1; 3 , 6, 7, 8 aaA 9 suggests the t h o l e i i t i c nature of 
basalts* 
(13) The d i f ferent ia t ion index dlagran suggests that a l l dykes belong 
to middle and late stage basalts* 
(14) The total a l k a l i - s i l i c a diagran suggests that out of ten, three 
fa l l in the a lkal i f i e l d and seven in ^ e t h o l e i i t i c f i e l d . 
- / 
(15) The t h o l e i i t i c dykes sheir reaarkable s imi lar i ty in petro-
chemistry -with the Deccan trftps* 
(16) The alkal i dykes are characterized by high a l k a l i s and titanium 
vith lov s i l i c a * 
The paleomagnetic aadish«Bical resu l t s shov that the dykes have 
tuo periods of intrusion having di f ferent petrochemical character!Btic8< 
The poles of dykes 1, 5, 6 and 7 indicate the posit ion of India to be 
in the southern hemisphere and are similar to those of the'B^ccan 
traps. Petrochemically these dykes and dykes 1, 3 , 8 and 9 are typical 
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At l eas t tiro specimens from each of the s ix dykes shoving 
consistent direct ions were heated up to Curie point to see the 
thermal s t a b i l i t y and i t was obserTed that irithin the l imits of 
experimental error they remained in the group which was formed by the 
a . c . demagnetization. This suggest that natural remanent magneti-
sation (NIStf) in these dyfc«s i s of thermo-remanent magnetization 
origin. The Curie point raliMs range from 280 to 480'^ C foi^ a l l the 
dykes. 
Remanence coercirit lois hare been measured for a fev specimens ' 
from each dyke by magnetising them in a maximum f i e l d strength of 
1500 oersteds and subaequea'Mly demagnetizing. The ralues of the 
remanence coerc iv i ty vas fdiiad 16 be ,low and vi thin the range of 
150 to 300 oersteds. Titanomiagneiite i s the only iron-oxide irhich i s 
known to hare coercive fdfoo ©f th i s order. 
Thermal behaviour stndios have been made by heating fev 
specimens from each dyke to higher temperatures for studying the 
decay of Jn and then cooled in the earths magnetic f i e ld to room 
temperature to produce J t ( to ta l TOM). I t has been observed that in 
most of the cases about 50% of Jn i s demagnetized or 50^ of J t i s 
acquired at a temperature betveen 300 to 400 C. A close resemblance 
of Jn and J t curves also suggests that the NRM possessed by these 
dykes i s of TRM nature. 
Few polished specimens have been examined from each dyke 
which show chie f ly titanomagnetite (Fon-TiO..Fe„0 sol id so lut ion) . 
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All specimens have lamellae of ilmenite and are oriented in (ill) 
plane of magnetite. The dykes idiich shov high magnetic stability also 
show high temperature oxidation effects and single Curie point. 
WhereaS) the unstable dykes show tiro or more Curie points and low 
temperature oxidation. 
The low Curie points, as shoim by all the specimens, 
•correspond to titanium rich titanomagnetites or low grade titano-
-Maghemite thereby substantiating the conclusion that titanomagnetite 
is the main carrier of remanent magnetization. 
The virtual geomagnetic pole positions have been derived from the 
mean directions of RM for six dykes. The poles derived from dykes 
li 5 and 6, are close to each other. This suggests that these 
dykes might have intruded contemporaneously. The poles of these dykes 
and dyke 7 are in broad agre^nent with mean pole positions of upper 
and lower Deccan traps. This suggests that these dykes are of much 
younger in age, probably contemporaneous to Deccan trap igneous 
activity. The poles from dykes 2 and 10 fix the position of India in 
the northern hemisphere thereby suggesting their probable Precambrian 
age. 
The chemical composition shows that the dykes 2, 4 and 10 are 
alkalic in nature, characterized by high alkalis, titaniiim and low 
silica whereas dykes 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 belong to tholeiitic type 
as they are rich in silica and poor in titanium. The tholeiite dykes 
show a remarkable similarity with the petrochemistry of Deccan traps. 
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The dykes of the Indian shield under study can be divided into 
two periods) (a) a lkal i basalt dykes of probable ?reGambriaii age; 
(b) t h o l e i i t e basalt dykes of Deccan trap t^e (Upper Cretaceous-Eocene)* 
The above conclasioas are drawn by making use of the CMibined 
geophysical and geochealeal s tudies . 
m 
tho l e i i t e* This indicates that some of the veak zones developed bj 
the orogenies in the Indian shield during Precanbrian (PichamthUf 
1967, p. 38) irere f i l l e d la ter by the Deccan trap igneous ac t i r i t y 
during upper Cretaceous to Eocene times* 
The poles of dykes 2 and 10 suggest the posit ion of India to be 
im the northern hemisphere and petroch^nically these dykes and dyke 4 
«|*e alkalic* I t i s also erident by the study of Precambrian formation 
(AthaTale et al» 1963) Uiat India was in tlie northern hemisphere* 
Hence i t can be inferred that these djkes are probably of Precambrian 
age. 
I t i s in teres t ing to note that dyke 2 occurs near the t h o l e i l t e 
dyke 1 ufaich shows pole posit ion such as to indicate that India vas 
in the southern hemisphere* The presence of a lkal i basalt dykes 
probably of Precambrian age ra i ses many questions about the origin of 
a lkal i mag^a* I t i s also interest ing that the a lkal i basalt dykes 
2 and 4 occur in close proximity v i th those of t h o l e i i t e Jogimardi 
traps (Pichamuthu, 1930; Nafjri, unpublished vork) vfaich are Precambrian 
in age (2385 ± 33 mi l l ion years; Cravford, 1969). 
The findings of th i s study can be sunned up as fo l lovs i the dykes» 
probably of Precambrian paleomagnetic pole pos i t ions , are a lkal ic in 
aatnre.v.'The dykes shoniag paleomagnetic pole pos i t ions , similar to 
those of upper Cretaceous to Eocene are d i s t i n c t l y t h o l e i i t i c in 
ctxmpositien and might have been derived from the Deccan trap source. 
fi7 
iCTEHBH I 
For the analysis of the paleomagnetie data, the statistical 
method developed by Fisher (1953) was used. The rarious foraulae 
used are as folloirs: 
th 
If N is the number of directions obserred at one site and i 
unit rector has declination D., east of north, and inclination I^ 
belov the horizontal, then the mean direction of the population may 
be calculated from the relations 
N 
X s ml COS I. COS 0. (North component) 
N 
Y = ^ =1 cos I. sin D. (East component) 
N 
Z + - • ^  1 ^^^ -^ (''^•""•wa^'d component) 
R - (X^ + Y^ + Z^)* 
Sin I » Z/R 
TanD = Y/X 
where X, Y, and Z are the ctHoponents of resultant: vector, R i s i t s 
length, and D and I i t s decl inat ion and inc l inat ion respectively* 
The iH*ecision parameter (k) describes the t ightness of the group 
of vectors in the population about their mean direct ion . "Riis i s 
fi8 
ealcvlated bj the formula 
N-1 
N-R 
High values of k indicate tight groups and are confined to a small 
portion of the sphere near true mean direction and k a 0 corresponds 
to a population uniformly distributed over the entire surface of the 
«ait sphere and the directions are random* 
^ _ is the radius of the circle in degrees irfaose centre 
is the true mean emd which contain 95^ of the individual directions* 
This is given bj the formula 
. 144 
0C95 " i degrees. 
(kN) 
<^9 
AFPBfDIX II 
For calulating the paleomagnetic parameters the formolae 
dereloped by Blackett et al«(i960) were used. They are as 
follovsl 
The formnlae for calculating the latitude "^ and longitude 
the Virtual Geomagnetic Pole (VGP) are Sin 
Cos A Cos A Cos vy 
L of « SinA,Sin X + 
Sin (L - L ) = Sinj^^^os X 
^ p o 
Cos ^ 
P 
where 
A i s the ancient mag-netic la t i tude of the s i t e at the tine irhen 
the rocks acquired their magnetization^ and i s given by 
Tan A = i Tanlj 
/\ and L are the present la t i tude and longitude respect ively of 
the s i t e of sample co l l ec t ion; 
^ i s cal led the rotation which i s obtained frov the decl ination 
D of observed magnetic direct ion at the s i t e as 
Y - D or D-180° i f 0° < D < 180° 
vy » l>-360** or 180° i f 180**<1 D < 360* 
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78 
S Y N A P S I S 
This thesis embodies a detailed account of paleomagnetic 
aad chemical studies carried out on some of the dykes in the Mysore 
State* In the last decade the integrated studies have been a 
fascinating field on account of its successful application in solving 
Bany of the complex problems of geosciences. The study includes 
paleomagnetism of ninety-one samples (370) specimens and major 
elements of thirty seven samples from ten different dykes. 
The preliminary investigations carried out on the natural 
remement magnetization (NBM) of these dykes revealed large scatter 
from dykes 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10, T»hereas the directions 
from dyke 3 are clustered. On successive cleaning by a.c. demagneti-
zation irith the peak field values up to 300 oe'r»t«ds - on the specimens 
from all the dykes show that the scatter has been reduced in six dykes 
(l, 2, 5, 6, 7 and lO) and revealed consistent directions. However, 
the scattering in the four dykes (3, 4, 8 and 9) remained unchanged. 
It has been shown by a.c. demagnetization curves that out of ten 
dykes studied, four dykes (3, 4, 8 and 9) did not improve after cleaning, 
thereby indicating- that the original thermo-remanent magnetization 
(TEM) was destroyed to a large extent, \fhereas, the directions of six 
dykes (l, 2, 5, 6, 7 and lo) form a cluster away from the present 
geomagnetic field. 
